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・_            ABSTRACT
This study exattined the ettct oftwo days PSD on indicat6rs ofperfomance in female
basketball players.SubieしtS N=12)v01unteered for the study,and were eXperienced female
,basketball playerswith Suryears ofhiЁh sclo01 and/Or∞1legiate varSIy basketbaH playing
eiperiёnce.SutteCtS Completed a Sleep Quality scale,Momingness‐Eveningness
questionnaire,and Eynseck Personality‐qu stiOnndiFe.I〕uring he experiinental condition,      (
duЦeaS Slept 2.5 h on each ofthe mo successive days eSDl l,PSD‐2).Suttects Were
tested at 0900,11400,and 1900 h during BL and PSD conditions.At each testing sesSion
´body temperaturel hand steadiness,short―tem memory,reaction dmc baSketball skill(1.e.,
vertiιaljump,金ee throw shOoting,passing,control drilbling,defens市e movement,and
speed shooung)and maxim4にg strength were measured.By conclusion ofthe PSD tesing
weekend,subiectS Slept only■ve hours i  the pre宙ous 60Th peri6d.Data were analyzed     i
using a separate 3 x 3 factorial ANC)VA with repeated measures for each dependent variable
t to detelllline slgniflcant・direrences between days and tiines.A post―hoc cornpari on test was
used for pair―wise comparison when ANOVA ylelded a slgllllflcant,efRct.The results show
PSE)has nO generalimpact on basketball performance indicators ofbody temperature,sholt‐
tellll memory,and maximal leg strength in college―aged female basketball players.Reaction
time slowed anertwo nights PSD with a signiicant decrement evident only fo1loWing the
second night ofPSD.One paradoxical flnding was hand steadiness improved with PSD.
There was no signiflcant diurnal rhythm in hand steadiness,sholt―tellll memory,reaction
time,or eccentric muscle strength.In contrast,body tempeFature did exhibit a time ofday
oscillation with peak temperature at 1400 h. Practical application ofthe study's results
shOuld be madejudcbusけWhen attempung to rdate the results to actual spott perfOmance.
111
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‐                    PROPOSAL
INrRODUCTION
、  Pa■ial deep depHvation eSD)repreSents a■equent occurrence in society,especiJly
for airline personnel,shin workers,health eare prOfessiOnals,and college stude,s.Ma～ ｀
college athldes especially,are faced wlhjugglhg the pressures ofacademic respOndbHities,
WOt and tthletiCS into a dngle 24‐hour ume p riod.To ac∽mplish this,PSD is somedmes
chosen as a means Ofbalancing responsibilities:PSD is considered a reduction ih aveFage
sleep time,usuaHy a loss greater than 40‐500/0 0fthe typical amount Ofsleep,and less than
the FeCOmmended eight houFSいm&DoHinger,1989).While mOst FeSearch has focussed
on exercise peFfOrmance under slёep 10ss cOnditions,unfOrtunateし,few st dies exlst     
・
deflning the ettct ofPSE》on indicators ofspOrt perf0111lance.                            .
Sleep loss condiiOns may also influence indi宙dual c rcadianirhythms.Circadian
rhythms aFe daily bio10gical events goveming mOst physio10gical inctions suёh as
tempeFature,hormOnal leVels,heaFt rate,and sieep―wakp｀ t ems,with arepeating cycle
length of24 houFS(Hill,CiretoL Collin、&Gr sham,1988).CirCadia■Fhyth島s,also  ,ス
kn6wn as"diuFnalⅣariations,"can'ёxhibit wide indiVidiual difFerences among peOple.
CёFtain physio10gical inctions can show maximum and mini面um fluctuations thrOughout
speciflc times ofthe day fOr ind市iduJs(Winget,DeRosha,&HOHey,1985).TheSe vari6us
"feeling best"timeslmay impact psychOlogical and physio10gical factors that can arect
performance(Hill et al.b1988).Conddering circadian rhythms are cyclic,athletic
participatiOn occurnngぢbfOre Or aner a peak perfonnance tiine Fnay impact optimal
erectiveness(AtkinSon&Reiny,199Q KircJdy,1984;&Winget d J.,1985).
When athletOs´undergo PSD,circadan rhythms mみbe altered,AlteradOns in the
「
¬
sleep-wake cyclefrom early/late start of an event, anxiety causing midnight insomnia, or
transmeridian travel cari provoke changes in circadian rhythms. Johnson and Naitoh (1974)
found an iniportant source of variance in performance during slbep deprivation 1SO; ,tuOi",
was a circadian alteration caused by the timing o[ the sleep-wake cycle.
Given the potential impact of SD on athletic perfoiriance and circadian rhythms and
the lack of study of these factors on sports performance, it is necessary to gather information
on these topics for application by college-aged athletes and coaches. College-aged athletes
are naturally prime candidates for PSD but rely.on acute synchronization of psychological
and physiological factors for optimal sport participation.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study will be to examine the effect of PSD, with sleep curtailed to
only 2.5 hours for two consecutive nights, on indicators of sport performance in female
babketball players.
Scope of the Problem
The average person sleeps for a single stretch of 7 .5 hours out of each24-hour day
(Colquhou n, l97l). Though PSD can negatively impact various types of performance,
college-aged athletes often, ihoose PSD as a time balancing means. This study will look at
the impact of less than three hours sleep on two consecutive nights on performance in female
college basketball players. These athletes rely on physical, cognitive, and emotional
parameters for optimal athletic skill performance. Practice and games may be scheduled for
various times of day potentially after differihg sleep conditions. The change in the sleep-
wake cycle may impact negatively on measures of body temperature, hand steadiness, short-
term memory, reaction time; and/or muscular strength. While most previous research has
・｀     3
focused on exercise perfo■■■ance,few studiёs httVe cxamined the iコnpact ofヽPSD loss on
sport relatcd skill for collegc―aged fema e athletes.             ・
.                                 Hypothesis
Thc null hypothcscs for thi,study are:                                  .
1.Sleep limitcd tQ 2.5 hours for two consecutive nitttS Will have no affect on body
temperaturc,・hand steadncss,rcaction timc,sho■t¨crl me ory,anO、CCCent五O musclc
perfo■11lancё(ile.,knce flexion,extension,and quad五ceps to halnsmng ratiO at 150
degreOs/seCOnd)in c011ege―aged femal  basketball players compared io a baseline condition t
・ that a1lowζ for a typical night of sleep.  、
2. There will be no(五fferenccs in thc lneasure of body tcmperature,hand steadiness,
rcaciion timc,short―tellll memory,and cccent五c mus l  perfollllance(i.C.,kncc fle対on,
. cxtensiori,and quad五ceps to hamstring ratio at.150 dcgrees/sccond),in c011Cge―aged f male
baskctball playcrs,in rclation to til■e(0900,1400,and 1900 hours)of teSting in collegc―agcd
femalc basketball playcrs.
Assumptions
For the purpose ofthis study,the followilg assumptions will be matt atthd Start of
the investigation:                                                          ´
1.Thc suttcCtS are represcntat市e of typlcal college―aged femalobaskёtball
players.
2. PSD that allows only 2.5 hours of slecp represents typical SD that hias the     ・ヽ
potential to impact cirCadian rhythms and PcrfollllanCe.
3.Thc suЧectS will Supply honcst answers to health habit questioniaires and
4
refrain from partaking in contraindicated activities, as outlined in the protocol, throughout
the duratibn of the study.
. 
4. 
.The timing of subjects' menstrual cycles will not influence the outcome of the
; 'study.
5. The subjects are representative'of a variety of circadian types.
6. Subjects will sleep the entire 2.5 hours without major intemrption and complete
SD will not be experienced.
7. Eccentric contractions at 150 degrees as m'easured by the Kin Com are valid
indicators of muscular patterns used by basketball players.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are operationally defined for the purpose of this investigation:
1. Rapid Eye iVlovement (REM)- representing roughly 20 to 25Eo of total sleep
" 
time, occurring approximately 90 minutes after sleep onset
2. Non-Rhpid Eye Movement (NREM)- constitutes sleep Stages 1- 4
3. Sleep- restorative process for body functioning, characterizedby cycles of
REM and NREM stages that recur about every 90 minutes
4. Sleep-wake cycle- rhythm of daily aiousal level, sensitive to changes in light;
usually following a patt6rn of sleeping an average of 8 hours at night and working during
dayligtit hours
5. Sleep Deprivation- total loss of sleep
6. partiat Sleep Deprivation- a rfiinor reduction in normal average sleep time; 
r
usually a loss greater than 40-50 Vo of typical sleep time
7 . cireadian Rt ytti-- (circa- about; dies- a day) daily biological rhythms
gOvenling physiological cvents,showing fluctuations througholLlt Specific tilncs of the day,
,with a penod of 24 hours
8,Diumal Variation―sharp contrasts in physiological responses between・day and
night;anOthei te■11l to express circadian effects
9。 Chronotypc¨individual diffcrcnces
10.Eccentric cOntractiOn_lcngthening of lnusclc through full range of inotion.
while exerting force;also called negative work
、   11.Body Temperature―degree of heat internally generated,usually maintained in
proxilllllty t0 98.6 dёgrccFゞahrenhcit(°F)
12.Reaction Timc―duration needed to rcspolnld to a stimulus
13.Hand Steadiness―flne motor control of the upper cxtrellllty lneasured by alnount
of rnoVehent froin a Fixed position
t    14.ShortLTem MemOry―retalning and rec,1ling info.11lation oncc presentcd,aftcr a
bricf period of tilne
Dclimitations   '
・  The delimitations of this study are as fo1lows:
1. College―aged female basketball players from Marietta College will be used as′
sutjects.
2.Only●ee∬ごCtS Of partial sleep deprivation,with.sleep curtailed to 2.5 hours
oi tWo consecutive nights,will be studied.
3.Ah oral thellllometer,hand stcadihess testcr,reaction tiΠle appara u ,Kin
Coln lnachine,and word liSt will be used as lneasurementtools.
4. On,cCCentric,isokinaic,peak torque of thじ knee flcxor and extensor
muscles at 150 o/sec will be measured by the Kin Com to estimate muscle performance
capicity.
Limitations
The limitations of this study are as followS:
1. The results may only be generalized to college-aged female basketball
players.
2. The results may only apply to sleep conditions with sleep curtailed to 2.5
hours for two consecutive nights.
3. The measurement variables selected may only indicate performance capabilities
on the specific tests adminiStered and not be accurate indicators of actual basketball skill
performance.
t
PROPOSAL
.. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
Sleep and sport performance are highly specific functions, irnpacted by many factors.
The majority'of the factors affecting sport performance vary with time of day, individuat'
circadian differences, and potentially the quality and quantity of sleep. This review outlines
the nature of sleep, and how sleep deprivation impacts various types of physiological.
function, exercise'capacity, and sport performance. 7\nother major section is dedicated to
examining the impact'of circadian rhythms on ph!'siological function, and athtetic
performance.
Nature of Sleep
Sleep.is geneially regarded as important fur maintaining physical.and psychological
well-being (Savis; tgg4). It has been commonly assumed that the prirna'ry function of sleep
is to restore ceftain physiologieal processes which deteriorate during periods 9f wakefulness
(Taub & Berger, 1973) such as tissue restitution on avoidance of exhaustion @eilly, 1990).
Sleep has also been proposed as a restorative process for central nervous systern function
(Chen, l99l). Sleep haS been sfiown to be important for learning, short term memory, and
memory consolidation (Demin g, zhenyun, Daosheng, & shanxun, l99l).
Sleep can be divided into five individual stages. Stages one through four are
collectively known as non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep states followed by stage five
known as rapid eye movement (REM) (Vanllelder & Radomski, l9g9). The tiansition from
stagE one through to stage four represents p.og.essively deeper levels of sleep (Tilley &
Wilkinson, 1984). NREM and REM sleep repeat in cycles of approximately 90-minutes
7
|~
throughout the night,depending on variables such as age and amount ofprior sleep
(VanIIelder&Radomski,1989).There are fourto seven cycles per night depending ol the_
cycle.length and total sleep time or市er&Taylor,1996).
Stag,One.sleep(alSO k■own as transitiOnal sleep)iS Characterized by deepening
respiration,dihinishing respons市eness to outside stimuli,and drining thoughts(SaviS,
1994).ThiS Stage,occurring aner sleep onset until the beginning ofstage twO,usually only
lasts a few minutes ii healthy sleepers(saViS,1994).Sleep latency is knowll as the dme F
iOm f`lightsout"to ttage two sleep(ShapirO,1981).                ‐
The flrst appearance Ofthe deeper stage two sieep is nollllally considered the true
onset 9fsleep or市er&T,y10r,1996).Stage twO sleep Occupies 50%oftotal sleep time,yet
research has showll stage two notto have great hnctional sig」icance(SaViS,1994).
Interettingly,authors point out deep deprivation(SD)and interruptiOn studies show that
redu91ng stage two sleep occurs without any changes in other sieep stages uOugin et al.,
1991;THにチ&Wilkinson,198化MatsumOtO,Sdto,Furumi,&Abe,1985;&Mougin et J.,
1992).
Stages three and four are commonly grouped together and refelTOd to as Delta sleep.
Delta sleOp is the deepest ofthe sleep stages(SaViS,1994)charaCteHzed by EEG pattemed
waves which have high amplitude and slow iequency thus referred to as Slow Wave Sleep
(SWS)(Vattldder&Radomski,198乳&Shap■0,1981).There、e宙d nce that SWS
(COn並■uing ttages three and fouF ofN遇哺 reprёse正a“hiЁh imensty"金ac●on ofNREM
and may renect a re■or tive deep procOss oOrbely,1982).TheSe restorttive sleep stages'
(COmprising roughly 15‐20%oi ftOtal sieep time)aretCritical for body restoration and
reiuVenation,especially for lean muscle mass in atAletes(SaviS,1994).Generally,athletes'
 ｀                                      9、
sleep pattems are difFerent'om sedentary individuals,with greater a壺ounts of SWS
necessJけfor phydcal recovery o江ou」n et J.,1992).There have been contrasing opinions
though on the ereCt OfsD on SWS.Matsumoto et al.(1985)docume●ed increaSes in、WS
as pa■oi「recOvery'さm SD and fatiま e,yet,Mougin et d。(1992)did nOt ObServe any
changes in the duration Ofsws under sleep loss.                                    ヽ
Theimpo■atte・ofStage four sieep haS been wdl established.Stage four sleep is
particularly impo■ant for the maintenance ofint五nsic perfOrmance capabil■y(wilkinsoL
1968).DuHng times ofsieep restHction,studies have shown the preservatioh ofstage four
sleep at the expense ofother stages(WilkinsOn,1968;Tilley&Wilkinso■1984;Savis,   ‐
1994;&Mullaney,1977).In faCt,憂ter total and Partial sieep loss,it was th9`セd ep'' tage
four ofNREM sleep whichshowed the moSt prominentincrease orunier,Duヽ&Borbely,
1993).When Sleep quotient fal、below 4 1ours,hOWeveL stagesthee and four begin tO
frOdё as well(CarSkadOn&RttL 1991).
・′ lrhe REM sleep stage usually follows stage four sleep. In healthy adults」REM sleep
makes hs irst aippearance roughly 90 mmutes tter sにep ons∝(Savis,1994).REM deepヽ
normdly concentrated in the second hJfofthe hight(TⅡにy&WHHns L 1984)consiSung
of20-25%oftotal'sleep time(SaViS,1994).REM sleep isimpo■ant in the OrganizatiOn of
memory inctions,process ofadaptation to an erlriched envirollme■,transfer of informatiOn
hm sho■■ellll memory to 15ng_tellll memory,and learning ofnew beha宙ors(Rotenbe g,
1992).REM sleep is the stage duHng which most dreaming occurs(ShaがirO&Flanigan,
1993).■dsO SeⅣesto ёnhance inCtbn Ofthe ceird neⅣOus syStem o江Ougi  et J。,1992).
Polygraphic recoraings oFEEG show partial sleep losS decreases REM sleep cⅥougin t al.,
2001).          ‐・ ‐
=
Measuierrient of sleep is usually dbne in three dimensions. These are the 
10
sleep/wake cycle, dtructure of sleep, and subjective evaluations of sleep (Webb, 1982). The
sleep/wake cycle in humans is reflected in the habits of the majority of the population thht
sleeps during the night and works in daylight hours (Reilly, 1990). Alterations in the
slbep/wake cycle result in various degrees of SD.
Effects of Sleep Deprivation
,. Partial sleep deprivation (PSD) seems to be a more co[lmon occurrence than total.
sleep loSs in our society, especially for shift workers, airline personnel, medical practitioners, 
"
parents of infants with unsettled diurnal routines, and college students. Athletes in particular
may be faced with the combined stresses of physical work and partial slbep loss. Examples
of how athletes may encounter PSD may be due to anxiety causing insomnia, climbing at a
high altitud e, earlyllat .,* of events (e.g., an endurance event or basketball game) requiring
untimely arousal, or traveling with disruption of sleep schedule and possibly changes in time
zone (Mougin et al.,l99l). Ih fact, there was a significant decrease in competitive collegiate
athletes' self-report of hours of sleep one night before competition versus usual amount of
nightly sleep (Savis, Eliot, Gansneder, & Rotella,1997).
ial sleep loss is considered to be a minor reduction in average sleep time, usually
a loss of greater tlian 40-507o of one's average amount of sleep (Horn & Dollinger, 1989).
Tfiere is a mark-ed interaction between age and usual sleep time, with ,n" r.ror, pionounced
changes occurfing across the first two decades of life (Carskadon & Roth, 1991). For
college-aged students, 6-8 hours per evening appears to be the average amount oT sleep
(Savis et al., 1997). The iiifluence of sleep loss on mood, mental abilities, physical health,
and exercise capacity has been studied by numerous researchers, yet few studies have
examined its direct impact on athletic skill performance. Under PSD conditions, many ll
physiological and psychological performance parameters needed for successful athletic
performance have been well studied and seem to generally be negatively impacted;with only
hand steadiness potentially improving with PSD'(Reilly & Deykin;'1983).
Thermoregulation
Study of thermoregulatory processes in humans typically includes measlrrements of*
body temperature and sweating. SD may provoke alterations in temperafure regulation when
i
subjects are submitted to either passive or internal thermal loads @ewasmes, Bothorel,
Hoeft, & Candas, 1993). It has been concluded that core body temperature is lowered by
sleep loss (Minors, Waterhouse,'Akerstedt, Atkinsorg & Folkard, 1999; Kolka & Stephenson,
1988; & Martin, 1986). With 50 hours of SD a 0.5oC cooler rectal temperature resulted prior
to exercise (Kolka, Martin, & Elizondo, l'984). Lower core temFeratures may reflect a
decreased rate of metabolism (VanHelder & Radom'ski, 1989) with SD. The depressej
temperature from sleep loss can persist for a period of 24 hours after recovery sleep (Minorii
et al., 1999). Sleep loss is also associated with higher cold sensations and shivering
(Savourey & Bittel, 1994). There is adelayed sweating'response to increasing core
temperature while exercising-in the heat after one night SD @ewasmes et'al., 1993). SQ also
decreases evaporative.and dry heat loss during moderate inteirsity exercise (Sawkq
Gonzalez,& Pandolfl, 1984). It is suggested that SD modifies thermoregulatory responses at
a central nervous system level, especially in a cold environment (Savourey & Bittel, 1994).
In summary, SD seems to consistently lower body temperature and may alter the
thermoregulatory response to exercise.
.12
Sleep deprivation is a specific form of stress having a major effect on many aspbcts of
hormone regulation and eneigy metabolism. Generally, hormonal responses are considered
to be an index of physiological stress imposed by exercise. SD of 36 hours failed to alter
serum levels of cortisol and B-endorphin (Martin et al., 1986). However, morning levels of
plasma testosterone, androstenedione; and luteinizing hormone in males, were depressed
after sleeple'ss periods (Remes, Kuoppasalmi, & Adlercreutz, 1985). Opstad (1991) believes
ttrat iSO plays only a'minor role in these alterations and the most pr6found chariges are
expected when sleep is reduced to below three hours.
The enzymes of energy metabolism in skeletal muscle were studied after 120 hours bf
SD. Interestingly, significant decreases in the activity of malate dehydrogenase, citrate
synthase, glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, and lactate dehydrogenase occurred which is
indicative of decrbased aerobic oxidation capacity (Vondra et al., 1981).
It has been noted that partial sleep loss alters lactate concentrations during
submaximal exercise but does not affect the hormonal levels of met-enkephalin, B-
endorphin, and cortisol in ttie blood (Mougin et al., 1992). PSD resulted in higher plasma
prolactin levels during cycle exercise and decreased plasma cortisol during recovery, yet
concentration of plasma growth hormone and catecholamine were"uriaffected (Mougin et al.,
2001). In the same study, sleep deprived conditions also produced higher concentrations of 
^
tlood lactates that undergo an upward drift until maxiinal power effort. Brodan and Kuhn
(1g67)suggested that higher pyruvic acid levels at rest after l2}hours SD would decrease
glucose utilization and"cause a retarded entry of pyruvic acid into the Krebs cycle. The
mobilization of energy substrates from glycogen reserves and plasma would be important for
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the athlete perfoming at high levels of aerobic act市ity oVinget et al.,1985).In summar舞
it appears that prolonged SD might signincantly impact metabolic Potential and possibly= '
related ёttercise perfollllanCe.
CottnltiVe Perfo.1.lance                            、
Cognitive perfolll.ance after SD has been studied to a grcat cxtent,especially
宙gilance and reaction time.Vigilance is extremely sensitiVe to sleep loss cWilkinson,1964).
Vigilance was impaired with PSI)conditions ofless than flve hours of sleep on a singlc night
OrilkinsOn,Edwards,&Haines,1966),with a threc hollr reduction fOr five nights
但 CrSCOViCh&BroughtOn,1981),and With sleep rest丘cted 33%bclow habitualヽ
duration c)inges et al.,1977).One full night of SD(Glenville,Broughton,Wiig,&
Wilkinson,1978;&Blagrove,Alexandcr,&Horne,1995)and tWO nights SD on five
successive occasions at threc wcck intervals(Webb&Levy,1984)concurred with the PSD `
rcsults. Pcrfollllancc in a IIlllitary vigilance shooting task showed a 20%decrement over
controlled values after total SD and after 4 hours of sleep per 24 hours(Hdslam,1982)。The
author concluded that with SI)conditiOns,shooting skill does not dete五orate,but attention
does.
In a reasonably conclusive manner,reaction time showed impai.11lent under diverse
slccp regimes contradicting the study by Sp6ns et al.(1988o thatfOund 60 hours of SD did
not alter clcctro―mechanical rcsponse times.Reilly and Dcykin(1983)obserVed the
impaillllent of two―ch ice reaction til■e with three nights of PSI),but this result was not
significant whcn the task was concoIIlltantly perfolllled.with trcadmill runningo NIlcan
reaction time in simple reaction time tests showed significantincrcases ttrOSSザanous
degrees of Slecp loss(91Cn宙llc et al.,1978;Herscovich&BЮughtOn,1981;Gillberg,
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Kc9klund,&Akerstedt,1994;Lisper&均ellberg,1972;&Copcs&Rosentswieg,1972).
Similarlyチchoice reaction tilne tests ranging from two―choice to six―cho ce have shown
lapses in perfo.11lance、たth PsD(Tharp,1978;Glen宙1le et al.,1978;&Wilkinson,1990)but
the:effect of r,spOnse to next stimulus inteⅣal on choicc reac ioh tilne was unaffected by SD
(WilkinsOn,1990).All the aforemendoned cognitivc testゞshowc  impaillllёnt under slecp
loss conditions and valled in length of testing which disagrees with clailns that previoul
studies fai10d because the pef0111lance tests werc toσ short.It is belicved that if the duratiOn
of the perfo...lance is extendcd so thatit approxilnates to a no■11lal days work,the reduction
of sleep by about httf on a single night can produce a signiflcant fall in wOrking efflcicncy
OVilkins01 et al.,1966).Holland(1968)concludじd that sD has no detrimental effect on
perfo■11lance of discrete,short―tellll tasks;howevcr,arduouS and prolongcd tasks arc
impacted.
Othcr works show thatless than thrcc hours of sleep oVilkinson et al.,1966)ortwo
nights of full SD(Webb&Levy,1984)dete●Oratel pcrf0111lance ofroutinc math addilon。
Logical reasoning perfollllancёfell after one night without slёcp,and decoding after two
nights without slcep olaSlaln,1982).Immediate sho■―tCllll memory is impaired by 24 hollrs
ofSD σ》olzella,1975)。The authOrs attribtted this with the`lapsёhypothesis'。SD incrcased
thc occurrence of lapses,pe五ds of lowcrcd reactivc capacity,which prevented the encoding
of itelns in short―tellll memory(均ellberg,1977).Williams,Giescking,and Lubin(1966)
observed impaimcntin iIImediate rccall of word lists after one night SDo Webb and Levy
(1984)also reported word mcmory(cOrrect recallsソsensitive to SD butin contrast,‐Gl 宙l
ct al.(1978)failed tO Show shOrt―tcllll lnel■oly to havc any advcrse effects after onc night Of
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SD. The usual finding in SI)studies is speed for cognitive tests(e.g.10gical reasoning and
decoding tasks)dete五〇rate  while accuracy remained the same(HaSla血,1982).
In suIIIInary,vigilance and rcaction time tasks are negatively ilnpaircd after sleep
_   , losも. Some belieャc though,thc duration of thc task deterlmnes the influence SI)has oli        
‐
perfo..1lancQ. C)thCl cognitivc tasks(C.g.Inath addition,logical reasoning,decoding,Inelnory
of,words)are also affected by various degrees of sleep loss conditions.=
Emotion
, SD readily rcsults in psych010gical changes that arc Oien dramatic o√artin&Gaddis,・・
′‐1981). MoOd States after PSD and full SD are predorrunantly examined using the Profile of
Moёd Statcs(POMS).ThCre is a strong connectibn between mood statcs and sport
perfollllance,cspOcially in the prediction of perfollllanCe OutCome ceediC,TCry,&Lane,
2000)r M00d statcS of cionfusion,宙gour,and fatigue wc,affeCtcd signiicantly by threc_
 ´ houおofsleep for thКe succettve nights buttheК were no signiicant attCt OfSleep loss on｀   ‐
anger,tcnsion,and dcpression ceillyそ%Pi rcy,1994). ThiS iS intercsting because SD is
used as a common treatment for serious patient depressiOn,SD of 36 hours alζo.worsened
mood and increasёd sleepintts(Martin et al。,1986)I Mood diSturbance tsulted in partifЮm
elevated・scores for fatiguc and reduced vigor scOres.
State anxicly was reportcdly higher with PSI)conditions of 2.5 hours sleep over a 3-
l daype五〇d cCilly&Dcykih,1983)。Rさstricting,leep tO an average of ave hours a night for
seven consecutive nights had a clearly measurable affect on ncurobehaviOral lnarkers 6f
alertness(eSpecially measures of sleepiness,fatigue,m00d disturbances,and stress),with
sleepincss and.fatigue ShOWing irllmediate inc■ases in esponse to sl ep rcst五ction cDinges  し    ,
et al。,1997).similarly,2算35 hours SD caused deicitsin POMS total mood(BlagrOve&
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AkehUrst, 2001). Babkoff, Caspy, and Mikulincer (1991) reported increased sleepiness
ratings after cognitive testing combined with one night SD, but attributed this to the influence
of the circadian cycle rather than the extent of SD. Some authors feel the perception oi
sleepiness is accentuated post-exercise and the need for sleep felt more acutely after exertion
@eilly. & Deykin, 1983). Tasks for which motivation is,crucial to performance, subh as
maximal weight-lifting, could be compromised due to deterioration in mood states (Reilly &
Pielrcy, 1994). Interestingly, as SD is prolonged, subjects in both exercise and non-exercise
conditions reported that their subjective assessments of fatigue, sl6epiness, and mood became
increasingly more negative (Angus, Heslegrave, & Myles, 1985). '
The inability to maintain a high level of physical performance during SD can be
attributed primarily to psychological fatigue as evidenced by increased ratings of perceived
exertion (RPE), despite unchanged heart rates (Holland, 1968). In Holland's opinion; it
appears that athletes'do not hdve to be concerned about their physical performance following
sleep loss if sufficient motivation is presented. SD lasting from 30-36 hours resulted ih
higher RPE at the same physiological load compared to non-sleep deprived conditions
(Martin & Gaddis, 1984). nPE during submaxiinal performance was significantly increased
at workloads rbquiring 50Vo andT|Vo of VO2 maximum'after 72 hours of Sb (Bond et*aI.,
'1986). This concurs with the reSult of prolonged treadmill walking at 80Vo of VO2
maximum after 36"hours SD which resulted in significantly greater RPE during exercise,
even though exercise heart rate and metabolic rate were unchanged (Martin, 1981). This
increase RPE appeared to be greatest in the early stages ofexercise. Perhaps the durdtion of
exercise is a key factor in determining the imfiact of SD and physical fatigue on RPE. This is,
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suggested by Myles (1985), wh<i found increased RPE in exercise ranging from 15-50
minutes,while exercise duration shorter than 30 Seconds caused little change in RPE.
SD of 30 hours did not affect subjects' ability to accurately self-select an exercise
intensity or produce a prescribed exerciSe int"nsity (Mitchell & Woodward, 1998). This is in
. 
agreement with a previous study by Soule and Goldman (L973) who examined the effect of
3l hours SD on walking a "self-paced" treadmill with loads of 15 to 30 kilograms calried on
the back. They found that while self-paced work rates were unchanged, higher RPE values
indicated the subjects'found-the work hardbr after sleep loss. In contrast, PSD impacted the
ability to develop maximal work rate (Mougin et al., 2001).
Cardiovascular Exercise
Several studies involving cardiopulmonary functioning during PSD conditions have
illustrated conflicting findings. Reilly and Deykin (1983) found pulmonary function
measufes and endurance capacity of short-term bicycle exercise unaffected by three nights-of
severely limited sleep (2.5 h/night). Mougin et al. (1991) though, documented significant
increases in heart rate and ventilation with submaximal cycle exercise lasting over 30- re
minutes, along with a drop in p"ut oxygen consumption (VO2) after three nights of sleep.
limited to three hours each night. Interestingly, 30 hours of sleep loss altered
cardiopulmonary function at rest and reduced the ability to perform maximal exercise (as
seen by decreases in maximal heart rate, peak minute ventilation, peak Vo2,carbon dioxide
production) but not exercise endurance (Chen, l99l). There was no change during either
mild or heavy exercise fbr exerciseYO2, minute ventilation, or heart rate after 36 hours SD
(Martin, Bender, & Chen, 1986). Plyley, Shephard, and'Angus (1984) found aTVo redtction
in VO2 maximum after 64 hours without sleep while Horne and Pettit (1984) saw no
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evidence for a drop in VO2 maximum after 72 hours SD. Plyley et al. (1984) also f6und
.peak minute ventilation to be reduced by 9Vo with SD.
Time to exhauStion for treadmill walking at 80Vo of VO2 maximum was decreased by
' lITo along with a significant elevation of minute ventilation at24 and31 minutes of exercise,
after i6 hours without sleep (Martin, 1981). Moreover, 50 hours of SD reduced long-term
exercise performance by approximately 207o Qiartin & Chen, lg84). Work performance on
an extended'bicycle test also showed a significant decrement after one night of sleep loss
producing a97o decline in time to exhaustion (Hollana, f eOAl. Similarly, during exercise on
a cycle ergometer after 42hours of SD, work time to exhaustion was reduced by an average
of 7 .7Vo (Bond et al., 1986). They also found heart rate significantly lower during rest,
recovery, and submaximal performance and peak heart rate, ventilation, and carbon dioxide
production were decreased during manual work, after sleep loss. In contrist, cardiovascular,
respiratory, and metabolic variables were not affected by 60 hours SD (Goodman, Radomski,
, 
Hart, Plyley, & Shephard, 1989; Synlons, Van Helder, & Myles, 1988b). Considering'
exercise intensity, 30 hodrs of SD resulted in unchanged Y}z,carbon dioxide production,
ventilation, heart rate, and arterial blood press[re when performing mild, moderate, or heavy
cycle ergometer exercise (Martin & Gaddis, f qbf l. When repeated on successive days, sleep
loss also failed tb alter maximal VO2 while it reduced exercise heart rate. Nash (1985)
observed increases in VO2'and ventilation levels after one night SD. These increases
E.
. occurred during post-exercise, after 20 minutes of treadmill,runriing at 80?o maximal aerobic
capacity.
Supramaximal and submaximal dxercise as measured by Wingate anaerobic power
tests were not altered by PSD (Mougin et al., 1996) or 60 hours of SD (Symons et al.,
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1988b).Although,afterrrestricting sleep to three hours for two successive nights,suttcCtS
exhibited highcr hea“rates and ventilatibn du五ng su maximal and maximal excrcisc
uougin et al.,1991)。 Work perfollllcd in a Wingatc tcst rcflects contributiOns Of both the
aerobic and anaerobic energy systelns.To・target these systelns,Hill,Borden,Darnaby and
Hcndricks(1994)lestCd males and fcmales in ShO■,all―out bouts of cycle ergometer
exercise. Neither group showcd a rcduction in total amount of work and the contnbutiOns of
the energy systems to the high intensity exercise were unaffected by 25-30 hours of SD.
 ｀‐     Mcan V02 max decrcascd aftcr one night of SD. I」sing the Harvard Step irest
Brodan and Kuhn(1967)witneSSed clevated heart rates_during the recovery pe五od of esting
after one and two days without sleep. After showing a`decline in recovery pelfollllancc on
the two previous days of testing,the estilnated V02 max values reached no■11lal l vels on the
third day of SD. Taken together,studics of cardiopulinonary functioning lcad to the
suggestton that the particular modc and duration of cardioヤas ilar exercisc mayinced to be
considercd when dete面ning thc cxpected physiologial respδnscs with sleep 10ss.
Muscular strcng[h
Generally,PSI)appears to have no significant affect on muscular strength of
“smaller'musclё grOups as evidence by maximum biceps cuJ(Reillソ&Piercy,1994)and.
g五p strength(Reilly&Deykin,1983).Even 64 hours of Sp did nOt altcrisomet五c handg五p
forcc(TakcuChi,Davis,Plyley,Goode,&Shephard,1985). In cOntrasl,a daily averagc
between 3.l and 3.5 hours of slcep produced a gradual progressive decrementin isometric
五ght hand g五p strength(Legg ttL Patton,1987)。 A.11l a d shouldcr strength nccessary to
execute a bent―rln hang was not significantly l押ucnCed by 50 hours of SD(CopeS&
Rosentswieg,1972).In faCt,36 hours of SD does notimpactisokinetic ieasurcmcnts of
strength,acceleration energy,total work,and a.11l flexor and extensor power(BOnd et al.,
1988).
Research exami,ing thC'ffCCt 9f SD on“large''musclc groups has been cquivocal.
Rcilly&Piercy(1994)follnd ilete五oratio  in maximal and submaximal bcnch press,leg
press,and dead lift.Signiflcant decreases wcfё a so seen in i okinetit strcngth during knee
extension at 60 degrees per second(Takeuchi;Da宙s,Plyley,Goode,&Shephard,1985).
This is in broad disagrccment with indings by sym9ns et al.(1988町1988b)who repO■ed
that 60 hollrs of SD had no deleterious effects on nlaximal isometric and isokinetic lnuscular
strength.However,Whcn 24 male Manne Corps volunteers were tested foirisokinetic knee
extcnsioi and flcXion after 30 hollrs of SI)conditions,knee extension peak torque was
signiicantly rcduced but not fatigue index(Bulbulian,Hcancy,Leake,Sucec,&助oh01m,
1996).
Athletic Perfoll.lance
Fcw studics have investigatcd thc cffect of slccp loss on athletic perfo..1lance.
Athletic pcrf0111lance differs considcrably ttom exercise or psychOmotor tasks conducted in a
laboratory se■ing(ShapiЮ,1981)。Actual skill perforlnance‐as marked by a standing broad
jump was llnaffected by 2.5 hollrs ofsleep loss over three days(Reilly&Deykin,1983)but
with 50 hours ofSD the broadjump showed signincttt dcte五oratiOn(CopeS&Roscntswieg,
1972).SD of64 hollrs hadino affect on 40-mcter dash time Or balance(ζtabi10 e r test)but
signiflcant decreases wcre bllnd in thelCight ofthc ve■icaljump(Takeuchi et al.,1985).
hconsistcnt with this inding,a■er 50 hours of SD,50-yardぬsh фeed signiicantly
decrcased and balance,asirneasllred by a Sideward Leap,showed a drop in perfO...lance atter
only 10 hOurs OfSD(COpeS&Rosentswieg,1972).Pcrf0111lance in shOrt di■ance rllming
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by national―cl ss male spirinters is sensitive to small vanations in sleeノwake ti ing a d、
meal―time(JavieFe et hl.,1996).Fcmale collegiate basketball players shQwed decreased  tr
dribbling skill a舗Or OnC night of 2.5 houβ PSD evcn though shooting,defensive movemclt,
vertiQaljump height,ad passing remained unaffected(SearS,1999).A measurc 9f"Culacy,
the target throw,showedino significant deterioration in perfo...lancc aftef 10 hours SD
(COpeS&Rosentswieg,1972).h thC Same study,42 hours SD was nccded to signiflcantly
diminish agility perfo.11lance for an obStacle course.
A1l of the findingS fron■sleep loss studies should be scrutinized closely bccause it is
'very difflcult to comparc thc resultt fЮm one eXpe五mentto anotherin any mcaningful
fashion unless the lcngth of SE)and varying expe五 Inental designs are taken into account
(Vanttelder&Radomski,1989).Even ifitis assumd that athlctes arc indecd differcnt than
non―athletes,high intcrvallability still exists alnong athletes(SaViS,1994). ConSequently,the
コm筍0五ty OfPSD and full SD studies have used only males as their sutteCtS σrOdan&Kuhn,
1967;Taub&Bёrger,)1976;Reilly&Deykin,1983;Mougin et al.,1991ハ4oug“et al・,
1996;Rcilly`%Piercy,1994;Bond ct al.,1986;Symons et al.,1988a;Symons et al.,1988b;
Vondra et al.,1981;Bulbulittn et al.,1996;Leggぞ%Pa ton,1987;Takeuchi et al.,1985;
Angus ct al。,1985;Nash,1985;Mitchell&Woodward,1988;Soule&Goldman,1973;:
HaSlam,「1982;Dewasmes et al.,1993;Sawkh et al。,1984;Savourcy t%Bittel,1994;Javierrc
et al.,1996;opstad,1991;&Wilkinson ct al.,1966).It wOull be Of grcatinterest for such
studies to bc done utiliZinig female sutteCtS。
Circadian・Rhythms                   .
Thc daily rhythis that govcrn inuch of our physiology and perf0111lance are known as
circadian rhythms.This name comes from thc Latin cJrcaごjθs,Ineaning``about,a day"with
|‐
‐
the,bodily rhythms reculmng every 24 hours,with some´varying between 23.5 and 28 hours
(Youngstedt&0'Connor,1999).Under nollllal human conditions,circadian rhythms arc
entrained to approxilnatё ly 24 hours by thσprescnce of Zcitgebers(periOdiC Charactc五stics bf
the en宙ronmerit such as the lighゴdark cycle and ambient tcmperature)(HOCkey&
Colquhoun,1972).Most physiological functions exhibit circadan rhythmicity which have
maximumhncminihumfunctiOns Occu血ng atspedic times ofthe day(Winget ct al.デ
1985).Any significant fluctuation within the hburs of daylight is teHllcd a dillmalマariation
(Atkinson｀&Reilly,1996). ThrOughout the・course of a day,biological functions oScillate
regularly and consistently with humans trying tO synchronize or entrain their rhythm to 24
hours with altt clocks,dailyltuals,regllar mealtimesi and bed times(SaviS,1994).
Biorhythms provide an intemal c10ck enabling the coordination ofrapid phttSi010gical
proёesscs and thc prccise tiIIllng of extemal events(Shephard,1984)。  Nollllal individual
,andtion in circadian phlse iS 2 to 4 hours(Youngstedt&0'Connor,1999)。A p oblem
which ofte五occurs in research of human perfo.11lance paralneters is the inability OfSuЦects
・to report for testing atthe same time of the day(IshOe&Titlow,1986).There are consistent
diumal vanations in variables associated with the perfollllance ofplySiCal exercise such as
body ternperature and cardiopulmonary va五ables.These circadian rhythln factors need to bO
taken into cOnsidcration to avoid(Iscrcpancies in test reliability and validity. Johnsbn and
Naitoh(1974)found・that a  important sOurce of vaHance inぶleep dep五vation stud es is th9
circadian cffect due to alteration in the timing of the slccp―wake cycle。
Temperafurc
The body tcmpcraturc cuⅣe serves as a rnafker Of circadian rhythm in an individual
and fronl a perfollllance point of view,has proved to be thごInOst useful physio10gical
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vanable because ofits fairly constant 24 hour periodicity o肛ockeyそ%Colquhoun,1972).
Body temperature diftctly iniuences lnctabolic ratc and energy production,with
the.1.10regulatory rhythms controlling the rate of hcat produCtion and removal from thc body
(Winget et al.,1985).Many aspccts of human perfollllancc exhibit a cuⅣc similar tothe
rhythm in core teinperaturc(Rcilly,1990).Suttects have shown lowcr tcmpcraturcs in.the
moming with a rapid Hse until noon when it plateaus and then slowly decreases to a nadir at
0400 hotrs kHill et al.,1988)。Some authors feel the circadian rhythm of body temperature
peaks in the carly cvcning at 1800 to 2000 hours(Youngstedt d乾(D'Con■r,1999)。In fact,
some authott bclieve persoldity type produccs different pattems in amplitude Oftemperature.
peak(Bailey&Hcitkemper,2001).The amplitude ofthe bёdy temperature rhythm is O.4 to
O.5 degrees Celsius in yOung adults(Atkinson&Reilly,1996).TypiCally,body temperature
does not follow a strict sinc cuⅣc. 】Diurllal vanation in body temperature ranges from
“
pおkimatcly 36°C in early moming to a maximum of38.5°C in early evening with
optimal temperature for exercise at 38.3°C winЁCtCtal・,1985).ThiS typc of cuⅣe is
confilllled by a Study that noticcd tilne to appearance of sweat did not differ,indicating the
threshold temperature for sweating is lowerin the morlling than in the evening eeilly&
Garrett,1995).Core b6dy temperature has been highly correlated with perfollllance cWingot
et J.,1985)I SinCC human pcrf0111lance generally varies in phase with the circadian cuⅣe in
body tempcrature;the relatibnShip rnay be disrupted when exercise causes a pronounced rise`
in body temperature ceilly&Garrett,1998).Time Of day variations in body"mpeぬture
which prevail at rest are still cvident after 60 1111nutes of exercise in a cool environttnt
(Reilly&Garrett,1985).SpcCiflCally,when core tcmperature is low,heat loss is initiated at
a lower core tcmperature during cxerCiSe and in l五te aftemOon when core temperaturc ncars
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its apex,heatloss rcspodses occur at a higher core temperature(Kolka&Stephenson,
1988)。 Mean rectal temperaturc pri6r to exercisc has been shown to be significantly lower in
t,e mOminL than the cvcning with skin tempciature also hittherin the cvening by O.5°C
CCilly&Garrett,1995).The Circadian sleep/wake cyclc has been sand lo be influcnced by
body temperature with SI)rcsulting in an overall lowe五ng of daily oral temperature,while
still maintaining its no....al Curve(Vanttelder&Radomski,1989).
Copnitive PcrfO.11lance
The study of memory and circadian rhythm has resultcd in inconsistent indings.
Adan(1993)concluded that opumum time for memory is as follows;immediate memory
0800-1000,worldng lncmory 120011400,and long_tcllll memory 1800・2000.Y´ounger
adults showcd better recognition lncmory when tested in the aftemoon where as older adults
shoWじd better ttc6gnitio■memory in the■oming ttay,Hasher,&St01tzfus,1993).Yet,
other studics showed time of day influences illmediate rcca1l of prose an■thC patte  of
these effects depended upon whether thc suttect Was a moming or evening type(PetrOs,
Beckwith,&Anderson,1990).MOSt tasks in industry,as well as in social areas,place
demands on short―tellll memory rather than more immediat,pЮCessing.High memory load
tasks will tend to bhow improvement as the day progresses. This will depcnd on paralneters
of thc task,individual diffcrcnces,and sleep/wake cyclじs cKirkcaldy,1984). Koulack's
(1997)Study had results consistent with the・notion that both circadian rhythms and sleep play
a role ii the inemory process. He found recognition lnemory forleming a list of 40-two
syllablc words was better in the aftemoon than・in―the moming.
Specific cognitive performancc suci as reaction tilnc was notimpacted by tilne of
day(IShCCぎとTitlow,1986)「On thC WhOlc,however,Support has been provided for the
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frequently proposed hypothesis that the circadian rhythms of reaction time and body 
"
temperature are almost mirror images of each other @aniel & Potasova, 1989; Rutenfranz,
Aschoff, & Mann, 1972; & Daniel & Fabry, 1984). As an explaration for this hypothesis, 
.
fof every one degree Celsius rise in body temperature, nervecohduction velocity increases by-
2.4 meterspei secont (Winget et al., 1935)., Differences in reaction time performance may
be due to differing types of reaction time tests. Peak perfonnance on a choice reaction time,
task depended very much upon whether it was executed in a free response or experimenter
determined tempo condition, indicating the importance of stipulating task demand
characteristics. In a self-paced condition, performance was marginally superior in the early
session (800-1100) while experimenter determined pace revealed superior performance in the
late evening (Kirkcaldy, 1984). In support of this theory, Danitil'and Potasova (1989) found
a performance curve in disjunctive reacfion time and tapping over a 24hour cycle to follow
the pattern of the body temperature curve.
i
Cardiovasculdr Exercise
Circadian variations in cardiac and vascular function can make significant
contributions to athletic performance (Winget et al., 1985). Physiological measures such as
I
cardiac rate tend to redCh a maximum in the'evening around 2000 h and are lowest between
0300 and M00 h and in the period prior to lunch (Kirkcaldy, 1984). Circadian rtfythms in
cardiac function (stroke volume, cardiac output, and heart rate) peak around 1030-1700 h
(Winget et al., 1985). The heart rate response to a given intensity of exercise is lower in the
morning (Atkinson & Reilly, 1996). A feature shared with heart ratb, somatic tension, was
highest early in the day then steadily declining and remaining at approximately the same
一
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level until increasing to'a peak at2OOO and then dropping significantly between 22OO and
2400 (Kirkcaldy, 1984).
Atkinson and Reilly (1996) reported finding that two indicators of pulmonary airway
fesistdnie, forced expiratory volumb arid peak expiratory flow, both vary with time of day;
falling to a minimum between 0300 and 0800 hours with oxygeh consumption dropping at
0400 hours. Oxygen consumption has intuitir" app"il as an indicator of overall circddian
performance. Many investigators have examined this paiameter hoping to define optimal
times of practice and event scheduling (Winget et al., 1985). Any diurnal variation in VO2 is
relatively small, but nevertheless still ofpotbntial significance to the athlete (Shephard,
1984). In fact, studies have.failed to show variation in VO2 maximum (Reilly, 199'0) yet,
some acknowledge reports showing YO2 at rest dropping to a minimum at approximately
0400 hours (Atkinson & Reilly, L996). When comparing morning to evenihg activity;it is
concli.rded that continuous submaximal exercise is not necessarily disadvantaged by morning
timing (Reilly & Garrett, 1998). Montelpare, Plyley, and Shephard'(1992) concluded that
several responses to submaxiinal exercise (heart rate, respiratory minute volume, VO2, and
RPE) tend to be influenced by circadian factors (and feedini). Peak powe,r and anaerobic
capacity tend to be higher late in the day when fatigue levels are lower (Hill & Smith, 1991).
Athletic Performance
Athletic performance may be enhanced when competing at certain times of the.day
(Smith, Guilleminault, & lfron, 1997). Athletic performance, in general improves over the
course of the day, with the peak located during the middle to late afternoon (Shephard, 1984).
Interestingly, world records in sports events are frequently broken by athletes competing in
the early evening (Atkinson & Reilly, 1996). The only track ahd field records set in the
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moming since WOrld war II have been in``explosive"fleld events such as shot put and
javclih throw(Rcilly,1990).There is a suggestion∫hat athletic perfo..1lancc parallels thc
circadian rhythnl ofbody temperaturer peaking at approximately 1800-2000、hours nd
reaching a valley at apprOximately 0400-0600 hours(Youngstedt&0'Connor,1999).
Howcver,lperfollllancc relying on strategy and decisio■nlaking skill,may peak earlier in the
day thhn′perfollllance relying on physical and PsychomOtor skills cttringet et al.,1985).
Muscle strength consistently peaks in the carly evening(Atkinsonだ貶Reilly,1996)。 When
mcasured,conccnt五 and ecccntric strength showedpeak values in the carly evcning,when
measurcd at both a slow and fast angular ve16city of movement(1.05 and 3.14 rad/sec)
(Atkinson,Grceves,&Cable,1995)。Similarly,endurance ratio(work perfo■11led in the last
ive repetitions compared to the work perfolllled in the irst ive rcpetitions)measured On a
CYBⅨ H during flcxion at 240 degrecs/sccond resulted in better perfo.11lanCe at 1500 h
compared to 0900 h(Ishee&Tit19w,1916).
On wholc,athlctic perfoinance situated aroundl1200-1400 hours,coIImonly known
as`postlunch dip',has characte五stically produccd transient dcclincs in alertness and
perfo■11lance(Atkinson&Reilly,1996).HoweVer,the lpOStlunch dip'cannot be tied down
to thc actual times of eating and(五gestion o巨ockeyだ%cOlquhoun,1972)or thC alnOunt of
food or proportion of nut五ents present(JaViCrre et al.,・1996).The`postlunch dip'is lnorc
prOnOunごじd when work begins earlierin thc day(Hildebrandt,Rohmcrt,&Rutenfranz,
1974). TaskS that entail cognitive operations seem especially prone to the`p6stlunch diP'
(Rcilly,1990).Thc athlete should be aware ofthc possiblc impact ofthe`postlunch dip'on
aftcmoon pcrfollllance and that the cffect nlay be iゴcreascd by fatiguc Or slccp loss(Winget
et al:, 1985). Atkinson andReilly (1996),advisecoaches to avoidthis time of day *h"n "
trying to impart new skills or tactics to a group of athletes.-
When.individual differences in performance's were controlled for, a significant early
evening peak was found for length of jump @eilly & Down, 1986) and vertical jump 6bitty
& Down, 1992). A similar relationship exists for college-aged competitive sprinters with
performance better in the evening than in the morning (Javierre et al., 1996). There is a'
diurnal variation in performance in swimmers (Rodahl, O'Brien, & Firth, 1976). Ii a24-
-houf inVestigation, a circadian rhythm was found in swimmihg times with the fastest times'in
100 and 400-meter events at2zl}hours @axter & Reilly, 1983i. Reilly and Walsh (1981)
observed soccer players during marathon play lastirlg 91 hours 45 minutes and found that
-ou"-"rit on the field reached a minimum at about 0500 hours with a peak at 1700 hours.
Collegiate basketball players have shown a fairly consistent daily oscillation in vertical jump,
free throw shooting; passing, and defensive movement skills with significant improvement,
throughout the course of a day (Sears, 1999). However, Atkinson and Reilly (1996) pointed
out that accuracy may be worse in the early evening. In a study of.17 motor performance
measures, vertical jump, speed of a 5-minute shuttle run, grip strength, and simple reaction
time varibd with time of day, in agreement with the variation in body temperature @eilly,
1990). Isometric grip strength is said to peak between 1400 and 1900 hours (Gifford, 1987).
In contrast, Ishee and Titlow (1986) found grip strength not to be impacted by time of day.
Examined together, these findings have great implications for athletes. If competition
time and performance rhythm are mismatched, athletic performance may suffer (Savis,
1gg4). Also, with respect to aging, there is indeed some suggestion of differences in optimal
time of day for performdnce. Older adults showed strong preference for activity in the
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morning while younger adults performed better during the evening (May et al., lgg3). '
Winget et al. (1985).suggested that to cope with athletic events which are scheduled at 
.
unusual or inappropriate times, with respect to optimal performance windows, it may tie
advantdgecius for the athlete to adjust their sleep/wake times such that the event will coincide
with the athlete's altered peak hours. Selecting the best circadian time can result in as much
as a ll%o increase in athletic performance (Mdnfredini, Manfredini, Fersini, & Conconi,
1998). Thereforb, more research should be conducted to resolve how athletes could deal"with
variations in efficiency in order to stabilize or maximize athletic performance regardless of
time day.
Summary
Athletes, coaches, sport psyOhologists, and researchers are becoming more aware of
the many factors influencing performance, yet further research into these areas is still crucial.
Sleep and performance are highly individual specific, with many interdependent factors
influencing the expression of both variables. These factors can include sleep (or lack of), !
time of day effects, and individual chronotype, just to name a few. Athletes should be aware
of the significant daily oscillations in performance parameters. Athletic performance
occurring during hours before or after the human circadian peak "window" may impact on
the athlete's ability to perform at their optimal working efficiency level. Coaches in
particular should look into ways to minimize the many factors that could negatively impact
on their athletes' sleep. These factors include start times of competition and practicb,
changes in altitude, travel across time zones, and perfoflnance anxiety.
PROPOSAL
METHODS
This chapter describcs in detail the rncthodology of thc study. Thc ibЮthods section is
subdi宙ded as follows(a)SuttCCtS,0)design,(C)mcaSuremcnt and pr∝edures,and(d)data
analyses.
SubieCtS                             ょ
Aier ttprOva1 0f protocol by lthaca CollegeゝHuman Suttccts Research CoIIIImttce,
thc study Will・cざmmence.Twclve college―aged female students(N=12)from the
ipopulttion of M“ёtta college located in Marietta,Ohi9 will participttc in the study.The
SuЧeCtS Will rangc in age between 18 and 22 years and will be recluited solely on a voluntary
basis.The main c五te五on for suttect participation will be four years of high school and/or
collegiate varsity basketball playing expc五ncc.During a prcliIIllnary suttect recruitmcnt
meeting,interested athletes will be askcd to completc a Sleep Quality scale(Appendix A)
and Mc■cal HiStOryノHcalth Habit quOstionnaire(Appendix B).These questionnaires will be
uscd to dctermine regular nOctumal sleeping pattems and non―reliance on tobacco, lcoh01,
and other drugs,including caffcinated products(e.g.,COffee,tca,cola),WhiCh will be deemed
unaC9Cptable for sutteCt particlpation.¶he suttcctS Will all be in good health and will have
clearancc to participate in intercollegiatc athletics.
Once selectcd for participation,suttcctS Will be made aware ofthc study pЮtocol,
potential riSks,and bencfits. The rnain potential五k associ ted with this type of study is
possible sleepiness throughOut and aftcr the two day PSD testing pc五〇d: Sleepiness lnay
Cause feelings of fatiguc σtOilly&Piercy,1994),changesin m00d αerscO宙tCh&
BЮughton,1981;&Dinges et al.,1997),dechased working efficiency(Wilkinson,Edwards,
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&Haines,1966),and S10Wed reaction time(Rcilly&Dcykin,1983).AdditionalriSkS Could
OCCllr dllnng sports skill testing includ●g but nO  limited to sprains,strains,abraSions,and
contusiδns.All suttects Will be given the opportunity to ask`questions about thcir rolc in the
study and will be rcquired to reOd and Sign ai lnfomhcd'cOnsent follll(Appenditt C).、A s ccp
log(Appendix D)will be dist五butcd,forcompletion,to be brought,to the flrst testing
session. The sleep・10g will assess sclf―r ported estimates of slcep quality and quantity.
・      ′         Design
i    Thc PSD trcatmcnt will consist of2.5 hours sleep on cach ofthc two successive days
(PSDll,PSDL 2)oftte expe五ェen al COndition.To、minimize the impact of an order effect
on learlling,suttccts Will bc randomly placed into two testing groups.All the sutteCtS Will
be tested at 0900,1400,and 1900 hollrs duHng baseline and PSI)conditions. Halfofthc
SittCCtS(n=6)will bC baseline(B⊃tcSted One w ek p五orto the PSD wcckcnd,while the
remaining half(n=6)will be BL tested one week followingthe pSD study,a■er recove″
sleep occursf BL testing will occur at 0900,1400,and 1900 hours on a day afterl'quality",
sleep(6-10 hollrs)results.BL testing will consist ofthびsame tests,test order,and test
times as the PSD weckOnd with sitteCtS Only reporting for the three testing sessions.P五or to
ёither.BL testing or PSD conditiδns,sttteCtS Will bc a1lowed thrce practice trials Ofeach test
to acquaint the■with speciflc testing procedures to be uscd and to nlinimize the impOct of
leaぼling on perfollllance。       .
NIleasllrement and Procedures
Sleep Oualitv Scale
Sleep quality will bQ asSCSSed using a psychological self―rating Slccp Quality
questio血aire山江ittorpOrates bOtt a ps,chomctric and analogue raung scale(visser et al.,
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1978).The investigators,t6ゝu teCtiVelンd tCllllinc ifthc suttcct had regular slceping
pattems,will usc the Sleep Quality scale(Appendix⇒as a SCreening tool for participation.
SttteCtS Will be required to show regular slQeping patems,with an average nightly sleep
ration betwcdh 6-10 hollrs per nightito be considёrCd fOr participati  n the study.
MonlinmessLEveninmess Ouestiorlnalrc
Charactedstics associated with slccp vary greatly ttom person tO person(SeXtOn_
Radck&Hams,1992).A particularly important individual difference is thc sutteCt'S
preference towards momingness or evcningness(Adan&Almirall,1991).The cOncept of a
mOmingness―ёVenhgness dimension desc五bcs the n tion thtt Somc peopleぃoming l S)
prefer day activity while others(evening types)prefCr night activity Neubauer,1992)。
Homc and Ostbcrg'ξ(1976)Momingness―Eve ingness QuestiOmlaire(Appendix E)will be
llsed to dete.l.line the sutteCrs circ“ian classii ation of"moming type",'evening type",or
"neither type".This questiolllllairC Will be administered during thc sutteCt'S flrst testing
session for descriptive purposes. The 19-itenl questionnaire was selected because ёfits
acceptable reliability level ofr=.89(Posey&Ford,1981).ThiS instrllmci assesses self
descHptions ofwell…being,a ertness,and fatigue at different times Ofthe day,as well as self―
rcported preferred times for physical activity,mcntal activity,and slecp(0'Collll10r&Davis,
1992).Home and ostberg(1976)designcd an arbitrary sco五ng scalё as can be sech in the
bold pHnt ofAppendix E. The approp五ate score for qucstions 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,12,13,
14,15,16,and 19,is displaycd beside the corrcspoilding rcsponsc. For qucstions l,2,10,
and 18,the cross―made along each scale is refelTed to the approp五ate score valu range
below the sc4e.QueStiOn 17 corresponds wi¨the ibst cxtreme cross on thc Hght hand side,
which is used as the reference poittt.The appiopriate score valuc below the scale is will then
be assigned. These score values will be totaled and acircadian classification of "morning
type", "evening t5pe", or "neither tlpe", will be assigneld.
・ Evnseck Personalitv Ouestiollnaire
Another rneasurement used to dete.11.ine circadian chronotype is the widely knowll
Eynseck Personality QueStiOllllaire cPQ)(Adult vcrsiolo(Appendix F).ThiS revision ofthe‐
Eysenck Personality hventory includes sOales fof the perζbnality dill nsi n ofExtraversion―
htroversion(Eyschck&Eysenck,1975).The questiomaire Ⅵ
`as selected because ofits _
established reliability and validity where gcnerally,introverts show supeHor perfollllance in
the moming correlating with``morlling types'tand extraverts in the evening,correlating with
``evening typcs"(WilsOn,1990).Exti・overs On_intЮversion is also related tO the phasing of
circadian rhythms in core tcmperaturc(Blake,1967).ThiS questiomairc will be
administcrcd during the flrst tCsting scssion in cottllnctiOn with thc Momingness―
_EvもhiignessぃuomairetO cstabhshsJjectttronOtype fordcscHptivepurposes.
Bodv Temperature
A relttionship between body temperame with time ofday,slecがdepHVation,and
chronotype has bcen shown in numerous research studies.Human perfo.11lance can vary in
phase with the circadian curve in body tcmperature(Reilly&Garrctt,1998).It iS assumed
that temperature rcflects the level of“arousal''ofthe neⅣous system with perfollllance,
efflciency related to this level(Blake,1967).Body temperature has proved to lower after
sleep loss(MinOrs,Watcrhousc,Akerstedt,Atkinson,&Folkard,1999;Kolka&Stephenson,
1988;&Martin,1?86).In“didOn,t9mpefature has beenirdated to hd宙dud chronotype.
Home and Ostberg(1976)point Out a relationship betwcen circadian classiflcation with
temperature cuⅣcs.MOming types reach their peak temperature earlier in the dOy than
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evening typёs oeヽubauer,1992). To dete.1■■ine circadian rhythm in body lcmperature and
poSsible^altcrations duc to partial sleep loss,body tcmpcFature will be ineasllred using an Oral
electrOnic fertility the...lometer at 0900,1400,and 1900 hollrs during cach'Ofthe testing
「
"五
〇dS.An clccttonic fertility the.luomcter was selected bccause ofits smallincremental
readings・compared to a standard oralthe.1.lometCr.P五or to each reading,suttectS Will bc
required to sit quietly for ive minutes.SuttectS Will be insmcted tO place the thelulometer
llnde■their tOngue and close their・mOuthS fOr cach reading.Qral bOdytemperame willbe
recorded in degrees Fahrenheit(°F)for eaC  SJガect.
Hand Steadincss
亘and steadihess,a measurement Ofupper extremiけine motor con廿ol,will b
assessed using the 4605C(1抱OH)Steadiness Testcr,Hole Type(Lafayctte hstrument,
二afaycie,hdiana).To teSt fOr hand steadiness,the suttect'S task will be to hold the pointer
of a stylus(diamctcr=0.0625 inches)in the h01e(diameter=0.156 inches),for One minute,
without making coitaat with the edges.An electronic cointer(5822 Single lhpulse Counter,
Lafayette lnsmient,Lafayctte,hdiana)will recOrd llumber ofc6ntacts with the side.The
stylus will be held in the suttect's dominant hand fOr all trials.The sutteCt Will grip the
stylusin the same mamer as for w五ting.To standardize the test,stttcctS Will be instructed`
t6sit up straight,insuring good posture,and will usc the same chair for all trials.P五or to
each trial,there will be a flfteen―second wallll―up p Hod to sc■le the sutteCt before
measllremcnts commence. TwO,onc―minut  tHals will bc adnlinistcred at 090o,1400,and
1900 hours each day(Bl,PSD-1,PSD-2)ofteSting with itteen―seconds b tween each trial.
The scorc will be recorded ii te.11ls ofthc number oftimes thc suttect makes cOntact with
the edgc ofthe holё via the stylus.
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Short―Te..1l Mcilmorv
Dccrcment in recalling a word list after sleep loss has been shown(Williams,
Gieseking,&Lubin,1966).hmediate,episodic mcmory span Will bc asscssed using a w6rd
士ce―recall test.・Nine lists of flftccn words will be consmcted with a total of 135 wordS
(Appendix D.suttectS Will be orally prcsentcd with one flfteen―word list for each ofthe
testing times(0900,1400,and 1900 hollrs)for ёach testing day(BL,`PSD-1,PSD-2).The
】list will be slowly read leaving a one―s cond pauSe between each word.Immediately atter
the inal word ofthe listis prcsented,the sutteCt Will be allo■ed ivc―minutes to recall and`
w五te dowll as many ofthe wOrds mOmoriZed. Speciflc order ofwntten recall will not be
required.Nine lists(A―D w ll be a1located to the suttects in a semi―randomizcd order so
SutteCtS dO not rcccivc thO lists in thc same sequence,to prevcnt tt order Offect on the
results. The number of correctly recalled words for each flftecn…word list will bc recorded.
Reaction Time
Rcaction tilne has bccn shown to be impaired at restllnder partial sleep deprivatiOn
conditions(Reilly&Deykin,1983).A宙sual'two―choice reaction time test,using the 63035
Visual Choice Reaction Time.Apparatus(Lafaye■e hsmment,Lafaye■e,Indi n→Will be
utilized t6 measure rcaction titte.The stttect Will sitin a chair with both hands placcd iat
On th9 table,nine inches way Jbm thc apparatus.Tle twO―ChOice re ction time apparatus
Will be settled l l.5 inchcs iboln the cdge ofthe table. After a ready signal is sllrrcndered,a
pause OfOne to four scconds will be givcn bcfore thc desired stilnulus,eithcr a red or grccn
light,will be prcsented.01ce thC Stimulus is presented,an clectronic timer(540141/100
Second Stop Clock,Lafaye■e hstmment,Lafayelte,hdiana)will be started.The task ofthe
SutteCt Will bc to recognizc the stimulus and then respond by depressing the approp五ate
● .         … ■ ■ … "… ― ― ― ・ ― ― -1
responsc kcy with the apprOp五atc hand. When thO corrcct rcsponse is selected,the stilnulus
will be cxtinguished and the tilncr illactivated. Response time,the total tiine interval
involving both reaction tiine and rnovcmenttime as lncasllrcd by the stop clock,will bc
recorded to thc ncarest 1/100 ofa second. Thirty tHals will bc adnlinistered at 0900,1400,
and 1900 hollrs for each testing day(BL,PSD-1,PSD-2)with p equal number ofsdmuli
(red Or grcen,pause ofone to follr seconds)。The average ofthe thi■ ytrials foleach sutteCt
will be reCorded at each testing scssion. A higher score indicates poorer perfollllanCe.
、   Basketball S■1ls Testing
Few studics have exalnincd the impact ofpartial sleep loss on actual athletic
perfo...lance,particularly basketball. Sport speciflc basketball skills will be tested using thc
AAHPERD Basketball Skills Test(Hopkins,1984).Thc fOur essential skills in the test
battery will be passing,control dribbling,defensive inovement,ahd speed shot shooting. The
AAHPERD Baskctball Skills Test was selected duc to its validity estimates fbr college―aged‐
females(R=.94)and intraclass reliability coefflcients(R=.82-.97)(Hopkins,1984).
Verticaljump height and iee throw shooting will also be measured.Basketball skills testing
will be perfolllled at each testing time(0900,1400,and 1900 hollrs)for each testing day(BL,
PSD-1,PSD-2).The Order oftesting will be verticaljump,■ce throw shooting,p ssing,
contlol dribbling,defensive rnovement,and speed shooting.'Results ofthese tests have been  ′   :
previously publishcd(Sears,1999)and will n01 be inCluded in this manuscript.
Eccent五c Muscle Perfo.11lance          ‐
The flnal test will be the Kinetic Communicator(Kin Com)(KC125E+,Chattanooga
Group hc.,Hixson,Tennessec)WhiCh asttsscs maximal leg strength.Whilc seated in the
machinc,thc athlelie's left leg will bc sccurcd into the lever allll ofthe Kin Com
dynamometer.The dyndmi13meter axis ofrotation will be aligned with the aiatOmical ttis Qf
the knee.The lever al11l ofthe apparatus will be attuSted to accommodtte the lcngth ofthe
StttCOt'S le■leg.Tle Kin Co五is comected to a computer system●at prOvides resistance
to thc lcvcr arln during isokinedc movement.On the start coIImand,suttccts Will perfO...1
knce nexion(KF)aid eXtension(I■)mOvCm nts.Suttccts Will be encollraged to perfo.1..
these movehents as quicklyas possible until giv(力the coIIll nand“stop三.The KiniCom・
machine ineasures isokinetic peak torque for KF and C c9ntraCtiOns at 150 degreesⅢ
eccentric.Quad五Ceps to hamstHng ratio will also be calculated for each t五al.Mc sllremenお
at 150 degrees eccentric will bごsclected due to the resemblance to coIImon inuscular
pattems ofbasketball players.Onl,six suttectS(n=6)予ill be BL`tested and have
measllrementS taken du五ng PSD conditions(PSD-l and PSp_2)due tO the availability of
the Kin Com machine.SuttectS Will be tested at 0900,1400,and 1900 hours for each ofthe
threc days.These sutteCtS Will bc randomly sclectcd.
Data・Analyses
Data for body temperamrei hand SteadinOss,reaction time,short¨tellll memory,a d
eccentric peak torque will be statistically analyzed using Sttitiζtical Package for the Social
Sciences(SPSS)fOr the personal computer.A separate 3 x 3 factOHal analysis Ofvalance
(ANOvA)with repeated measllres will bc completed for each dcpendcnt va五able to
detcllllinc ifany signiflcant diffcrences are prepent betwccn days and tilnes.The within
SutteCt factors will be day(Bl,PSD-1,PSD-2)and timc(o900:1400,1900 hours).The
level ofsigniflcance will be α=0.05.A Tukey HSD post―hoc compふs n est will be used
for pair―wise compa五son when ANOVA yiclds‐a signiicant effcct.
l・
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RESEARCH MANUSCRIPT
INTRODUCTION_
Sleep is a part of daily life and is assumed to be a restorative process for function of
the centi'al nervous system (Mougin et al., 2001; & Chen, 1991). Athletes and coaches feel
sleep is e'sSeritial for peak sport perfonnance (Mougin et al., 1991). Partial sleep loss is a
minor reduction in sleep time, ustrally a loss greater than 40-50Vo of avetage amount of sleep
(Horne &_Dollinger, 1989). Disturbances to sleep may be experienced by student-athletes
from travel with or without time zone changes, anxiety causing midnight insomnia, and/or
timing of athletic events. Unfortunately, few studies exist defining the affect of sleep loss on
sport perfornance (Shapiro, 1981; & Reilly & Deykin, 1983). Published studies of sleep
deprivation (SD) and physical performance are contradictoiy and often not comparable
(Martin & Gaddis,.,1981). Athletes competing in sports requiring both peak mental and
physical acuteness throughout the performance may be negatively affectbd by SD (Van
Helder & Radomski, 1989).
Alterations in the sleep-wake cycle result in various degrees of sleep loss. Circadian
rhythms refer to physiological and performance variations recurring every 24 hours
(Atkinson & Reilly, 1996). Athletic performance taking plhce during the hours before or
after the ciicadian peak "window" can cause less than optimal performance effectiveness
(Winget, DeRoshia, & Holley, 1985). In fact, selecting the best circadian time may result in
a l07o increase in athletic performance (Manfrbdini, Manfredini, Fersini, & Conconi, 1998).
Intercollegiate athletic practices and games are scheduled for various times of day, ''
potentially after differing sleep conditions. Given there are many demands placed upon
college students, the additional demands placed upon college student-athletes may intrude
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upon sleep. In oider for athletes, to compete at their optimal level, cognitive, physical, and
psychological performance parameters must be synchronized. Considering the potential
impact of SD on bthletic perfoimance and circadian rhythms, the purpose of this ptudy was"to
examin-e the affect of two days partial sleep deprivation (PSD).on indicators of athletic
performance in female basketball players.
METHODS
SubjectS
After.volunteeHng for participation and wnttcn infolllled consent obtained(AppendiX
C), t'welve college-aged (18 - 22 years) female subjects (N : 1.2) from Marietta College were
assigned to one of two testing groups. All subjects had four years of high school and/or
collegiate varsity basketball playing experience. All subjects were dedmed to be in good
health and were cleared for basketball participation. Subjects all reported regular sleeping
patterns and did not rely on caffeine or use drugs.
Procedures
During the assigned PSD testing weekend, subjects weie instructe-<l to report to the
Marietta College Field Hous e at2300 hours (h) on Friday evening for thcfirst night of partiat
sleep deprivation (PSD- 1). They were instructed to bring with them everything needed to
ensuie their comfort while spendiirg the night at the testing site (e.g., toothbrush, shower
'supplies, pillow, change of clothes). Upon arrival, subjects tumed in their sleep log
(Appendix'D) and completed Horne and Ostberg's (1976) MorningnesS-Eveningness
questionnaire (Appendix E), Eysenck Personality questionnaire (EPQ) (Eysenck & Eysenck,
1975) (Appendix F), and 24.hour history folm (Appendix G). The subjects engaged in low
stimulation activities (e.g. reading/studying, conirersing, watching movies, playing cards)
from.2300 h until 0530 h, to simulate the passive activities cbmmonly'engaged in during
sleep deprivation periods by college-aged students. Food consumptiori was not restricted,
however, the importance of good nutrition, including avoidance of caffeinated products (e.9.,
coffee, teq cola) and non-drug use was stressed throughout the duration of the study.
At 0500 [ subjects prepared themselves for sleep. The subjects were instructed to go
to sleep for 2.5 hours starting at 0530 h and were woken by the investigators at 0800 h.
When one is awakened from sleep, ability to perform a broad range of tasks is rediiced for a
period of time ranging from a few seconds to 30 min @inges, 1989). The first testing
session (PSD- 1) was scheduled for 0845 h to minimize poor performance related to the
process of arousal from sleep. Between waking time (0800 h) and the first PSD- I testing
session (0845 h), subjects were allowed to eat, shower, and wait for testing to commence;
thereby mimicking"what normally would be done upon waking.
At 0845 h a five-hour history form (Appendix FI) was completed. Oral body
temperature was then measured after sitting quietly for five minutes. At 0900 h, subjects
individually proceeded into.a conference room to complete hand stehdiness (Reilly &
Deykin, 1983), short-term memory (Wiiliams, Gieseking, & Lubin, 1966) and reaction time
(Reilly & DeykirL 1983)tests as described previously. These three tests were always
administered in the same order and details were'standardized.
When the three tests were complete, subjects were escorted into the gymnasium to
complete AAHPERD basketball skill testing (Hopkins, 1984). The order of sport
performance skiil tests were vertical jump, free throw shooting, passing, control dribbling,
defensive movement, and speed shooting. Data from basketball skill tests have been
previously published (Sears, 1999) and are not reported in this thesis manuscript. Upon
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completion of sport-specific basketball skill tests, subjects were escorted to the Marietta
College Sports Medicine Center to complete Kinetic Comirunicator (Kin Com) testing.
Eccenkic isokinetic peak torque at 150 degrees knee flexion was measured fotlowed by knee
i:xteirsion.
After completibn of the morning testing session, subjects were dismissed fr.om the
" testing site to resume normai daily activities^. Before dismissal, subjects *"r" ..-iided to
refrain from sleep, caffeine-containing products, and other drugs while outside the testing
site. They were asked to report back to the Fi'eld House promptly at 1330 h.
On returning to the Field House for afternoon testing at 1330 h subjects completed the
five-hour history form. At 1345 h, body temperature was measured. Following the same
protocol as the morning session, the subsequent battery of testb were performed starting at
1400 h (i.e., hand steadiness, free recall, reaction tihe, vertical jump, free throw shooting,
passing, control dribbling, defensive movement, speed shooting, and Kin Com). After the"
afternoon testing session was complete, subjects were dismissed under the same guidelines as
previously described, and were instructed to report back to the Field House at 1830 h for
evehing testing when the same testing procedure as the afternoon testing session was
followed with performance testing commencirig at 1900 h. After completion of the evening.
testing session, subjects"were dismissed as before, to return to the Field Houseat 2300 h.
'subjects were"instructed to bring with them everything they would,need to spend the night at
t the testing site, for the second night of partial sleep deprivation (PSD- 2).
At 2300 h, subjects reported to the Field House for PSD- 2 and completed the 24-hour
history form (Appendix G). On the second day, subjects followed the same protocol as PSD-
I with 2.5 hours of sleep transpiring from 0530 h to 08b0 h and performance testing session
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meeting tillnes at 0830 h,1330h,and 1830 h.By concltsion Ofthe PSD testinごweekend,
SutteCtS Slept only flve hours in thc previous 60-h tilne pe■od. An outlind ofthe testing
protOc01timetable can be foШd in Appendix J.
Immediately after the inal 1830 h testing sesSion,suttects Were debHefed bythe
investigatOrs and received a wntten deb五flng staternent(Appendix K)。 ThiS mecting
explalned the events that occllrrediduring thc duration ofthe study and answered any
.qucstions about the stu4y.                   .
RESULTS
Results ofthis studtt which examined the effect ofむⅣo nights ofPSD Ott indicators of
perfollllance,lor female basketball playcrs,are surrmanzed below. The raw dataJヒom
testing ofhand steadiness,reaction time,ccccntHc muscle strength,short―tc..■llnemory,and
body tcmperature can bp revたwed“Appendx L.
‐   Hand Steadiness
Twot五als ofhand steadiness werc lneasllred at cach testing session. Mcans and
standard deviations for both trials can bc fbund in Tablc l. The 3 x 3 factoHal ANOVA
(Append破N…1)with repeatёd measllres showed no sig71■iicant intOraction for either t五al
(T五al l:p=.305;T五a12:p=.324).No main effect fortime was fOund for T五all o=。143)
or THa12 o=.348)。No main effect for day was follnd for T五a12o=。127).T五al l
thOugh,showed improved httld steadiness o=.003)between BL and PSD-2.A Tukey
HSD'pOst¨hOc comparison test showed signiicantimprovcment o<.05)金om BL延=86.5
contacts)tO PSD-2G匡=60。8 contacts).TheifOrc,slcep cunailed t0 2.5 hollrs impЮved
hand steadiness with signiflじantilnprovement evident only in the flrst tnal ofPSE)-2.
compared to BL。              ・ 、
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Inteiestingly, day by day comparisons of Trial 1' and2, using a paired'sample T-test,
found hand steadiness was better driring Trial 1 compared to Trial 2. Tnal1 was
i
significantlybetter'during BL (mean difference = -10.0, p = .005i and PSD- 1 (mean
difference = -12.6, p = .002) days, but no difference for the PSD- 2 (mean differbnce = 4.5,
p = .161) day. This finding confirms that vigilance of hand steadiness improves with PSD.
Reaction Time,
Table 2 reports means and standard deviations.for visual two-choice reaction time.
t
The 3 x 3 factorial ANOVA (Appendix N-2) with repeated measures showed a significant
inteiaction (p = .026). A,post-hoc comparison test showed significantly faster reaction time
at 1900 h than 0900 h (p = .015) cir 1400 h (p = .045) on PSD- 2. It also showed significantly
faster reaction time (p = .016) during BL than PSD- 2 at0900 h suggestingthe time it takes
to react to a stimulus is slowed due to PSD.
_ l Eccentric Muscle Perforlnancc
Table 3 shows mcans.and standard dcviations for eccentric peak torquc du五ng knee
nじxion(KF)at 150°/sec.The 3 x 3 facto五al ANOVA(Appendix N-3)with repeated
meaSures showed no significant interaction (p - .553). In addition, no main effect for time
(p = .144) or day (p = .398) was found.
Table 4'shows means and standard deviations for eccentric peak torque during knee
extension (KE) at 150 o/sec. The 3 x 3 factorial ANOVA (Appendix N-4) with repeated
measures showed no significant interaction (p = .589) and rio main effect for time (p = .962)
or day (p = .392).
Table 5 shows means,and standard deviations for peak torque ratio between
quadriceps and hamstring muscles. Similarly, tLe 3 x 3Tactorial ANOVA (Appendix N-5)
with repeated'measures showed no significant interaction (p - .379) or main bffect for time
(p = ,313) or day n(p = .111). PSD therefore, had no noteworthy affect on eccentric peak
torque of "large" lower body muscle groups.
' Short.Ter_m Memory 
D
Table 6 shows means and standard deviations for short-ttirn memory. The 3 x 3
factorial ANOVA (Apfendix N-6) with repeated measures showed no significant interaction
(p 
= .099), no main effect for time (p = .569) or day (p = .113). Short-term memory
)_
remained consistent across times (means: 0900 h = 9.0, 1400 h = 8.7 ,1900 h = 9.0) as well as
across days (means: BL = 9.4, PSD- | = 9.1, PSD- 2 = 8.2), indicaiing short-term m€mory'
for leaniing a word-list was not impaired by pZrrtial sleep loss.
Circadian Classification
The Horne and Ostberg(I976) questionriaire results categorized subjects into nine
' 'neither type', one 'moderately morning type', and two 'moderately evening'type'. The EPQ
results determined if the subjects were extraverts (n = 9), introverts (n = 2), or neither \
extraverUintrovert (n = 1). A subject profile from the raw data results of the Morningness-
Eveningness questionnaire and EPQ can be found in Appendix M.
Body.Temperature
Table 7 shows means and standard deviations for body temperature. The 3 x 3
factoriai'ANOVA (Appendix N-7) with repeated measures showed no significant interaction
(p = .525). A main effect for time was found (p = .012) and a Tukey HSD post-hoc
comparison test showed significant.differences (p< .05) between 0900 h and 1400 h. The
mean temperature at 0900 h was 97.36 oF and the mean for 1400 h was 97.9I oF. No
significant differences were found between days (p - .327),indicating no effect of PSD on
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body tempcrature.
DISCUSSION
DiVision l college athletes tported a decrcase in self―reportcd hours of sle p dne
night beゃre COmpetition versT usual alnOunt of nightly sleep(SaViS,Eliot,Gdnsncder&
Rotella,1997).Some athletes believe it is not sleep tne night bcfore thc contest that affects
peⅢmancc,butsbcp two dЁhts bebК pCrforlning ttn d J.,1994).Ths Smdy examined
Ⅲthe impact of slccp curtailed to only 2.5 hours fortwo days on lneasurements of body
temperaturc,hand steadiness,reaCtion tirne,short―tellll lnemory,and eccent五c muscle
strength during the moming,afternoon,apd evening in collegc―aged female basketball
players.The results showed PSD has no geieral negativc impact on these potential
basketball perfo■11lance indicators. Thcrc was indication of ah affect of PSE)on reaction tilne
whiCh will be discussed below.
One signiicant positive inding was that httd steadincss improved as sleel
diminished.This finding is in agreement¬ith Re lly and Deykin(1983)who attributed
improvcmcntin hand steadiness with PSD to 4 decrease in spontaneous contractions in arln
musculaturc. IIandwriting,a skill rcqui五ng hand steadincss,failed to show any adverse
effects after onc night SD(Glenvillc,Broughton,Wing,&Wilkinson,1978)。ThO
improvemcnt seen presently inay not have bcen obscrved if a pc五od of concentration longer
than the one minute was requiredo Wilkinson,Edwards,and Haines(1966)stated that
impaillllent of pcrfollllancc emcrgcs whcn pcrfollllance tests arc prolongcd for 15-20
1111nutes under sleep loss conditions where as the two trials of hand steadiness in the pFesent
study only lasted one IIllnute each. Anothcr cxplanation is hand stcadincss lnay bc a rncasure
of calmness instead of a perfol■lance m asure.Unllke BL and PSD-1,on PSD-2 the
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second idal ofhand steadiness did not ilnprove while hand steadiness was better on PSE)-2
(Tria1 1 0■1ガthan On the previous days.PSD improved thc initiallevel ofperfol..lance
(ioC。,Trial l).PCrhaps,■calmness and d"rease in spOntaneouS contractions associated宙th
PSD bythe se,ond day may have caused optimal,perfo.11lance on T五al l.AccOrdingly,a
ceiling effect On PSD-2■as evident and no f肛iherimprovelnent on THa1 2 was possible.
Hand steadiness generally improves llnder SD condtions,メt,when coupled with
handgrip strength in task perfollllances suCh as五ne sh。。ting and basketball lhe throw
shooting,hand steadiness is compЮmiscd.h fa t,Hne sh。。ting αaSlam,1982)and
basketball ieぴthЮw shOoting(SearS,1999),deteHOrated after ill and partial sleep 16ss
conditions respectivelyo A daily averagc between 3.l and 3.5 hours ofsleep produced
gradual progrcss市e de rementin httdg74‐ip strength(Legg&Patton,1987).Givcn the rcsults
ofthc present study,itis unlikcly that handgrip strength plays a cmcial role in the hand
警eadiness test becausc hand steadincss improved a■er PSD.Conside五ng the litertture on
五fle shociting and basketball i℃e throw shooting though,practical application ofthe study's
positive hand stcadiness results should be madejudiciously whcn attempting to relate the
results to actual sport perfo..1.ance.
Basketball players need to react iIImediately after visually detecting inovement ofthe`
baskctball and/or opponents. It would be expected from thc reporting ofprevious literature
(Glenville,Brou31iton,Wing,&Wilkinson,1978;Heiscovich&Broughton,1981;Gillberg,
Kecklllnd,&Akerstedt,1994;Lisper&Kjellberg,1972:・&Cop s Rosentswieg;1972)that
an increase in sleep loss would impair ability tO react to a stimulus.Reilly and Deykin
(1983)obseⅣed impaillllent of絆o c¨hoice reaction time with thrce nights dfPSD.h the
present study,reaction time was only signincantゥs16wed due to sleep loss duHng PSD-2江
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0900 h compared to BL conditionso This flndittg suggests baskctball playcrs inay have   t
trouble perfoll.ling tttks inVO市reactio  timc(e.g。,defens市ely mo宙ng while marking an4
1 0pR9nent Or intercepting a pass)aner two nights ofPSD,particularly in the moming hows.
1  ‐hterestingly,the“third fastest''Inean reaction tilne measured occllrred on PSE)-2 at 1900 h.
This was the fastest tilne recorded for PSE)-2. While this flnding was statistically
signiflcant,there is no clear explanation for why the best reaction time ttight OCcllr dllnng
the last measllrement ofreaction time anertwo days ofPSD.It should be noted though that
in the past,reactionltiine was observed to be superior in the evcning over the inoming
(Bhattacharya&T五pathi,1989).
Although many studies havc addrcsscd the topiじofca diOvascular changes     i  ―
associated with SD and exercisc,fcw studics have exalnined the rolo ofsleep loss on
`isokinctic power and muscular endurance(Bulbulian,Heaney,Leakc,Sucec,&助6h01m,
心  1996).h thiS Study,isokinetic metturement ofpcak torqueぃaximal strength)for eCCentric
kncc flexion and extension contractions at 1 50°w rc no  affect9d by PSD.Thesc,■dings
suggest a‐nollllal night's sleep is nottssential for Optimal perfollllance in laboratory testing
of“large"loWer body llnuscic groups needed for sh00ting,rebounding,and defensively
moving in the galne ofbasketball. This fl■ding ishot consistent wlth reported decreased leg
cxtension peak torque江1.57 rad/sec aner 30 hours SD oulbulian et al.,1996)and  `
decreased isokinetic extension force at 60°/sec afte  64 hollrs SD(TakcuChi,Davis,Plyley,
Goode,&Shephard,1985)fi TheSC Studies though involved ill SD conditions not PsD.
C)ther results indicated submaxilnal lifting tasks ofthe lower bOdy werc inore negatively           ,
affected by slec1 10SS than werёmaximal lining efforts,particularly fOr thc irst静vO nights Of
success市e sleep rest五ction ateilly&Piercy,1994)「Another reason for these differences       ‐
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may be due to actively motivating subjects during performance of the maximal strength tests.
In the current study, subjects were encourdged throughout eccentric muscle strength testing
,and'the 
subjects also received adequate opportunities for liiactice on thriKin Com machine.
Another reason for the difference may be the testing equipmeht employed in each'study
and/or irrocedures which were not identical. From the present results, however, it can not bd
concluded that PSD impairs leg strength in female badketball players although contrary
evidence exists in the literature.
It has been argued'the main adverse effect of SD is evident in the mental performance
of sleep deprived subjects (Van Helder & Radomski, 1989). Coaches will often present
athletes with comp'etitive stiategies and complex coaching instructions (e.g., plays) for recall
and execution on the court. Failure to recall and barry otlt peiformance instructions could
prove detrimental to the team's ,ur..rr. In this study, short-term memory was tested to
evaluate mental function_after PSD.
There is conflicting literature regarding short-term memory after sleep loss. Glbnville
et al. (1978) and Linde and Bergstrom (1992) failed to"show any adverse affect of one night
SD on short-term memory for learning a number list. In contrast, Williams, Gieskeking, and
1
Lubin (1966) found impairment in immediate recall of word lists after one night of sleep loss
and concluded moderate sleep loss caused deficit in formation ofthe memorytrace. It has
been said that SD increases the occurtence of lapses fueriods of lowered reactive capacity
that increase in frequency and duration as a function ofthe degree of *ut"fitndss), which
prevent the encoding of items in short-term memory @olzella, lg75). The current study,
which measured memory for learning a fifteen-word list aft.er 2.5hours of sleep, failed to
show deterioration in memory with PSD. Immediate free recall was assumed to reflect the
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holding capdcity ofthe working memory cinde&Bergstro軋1992).The dittr hc s in・
sleep deprivation and recall testing in these studies involving short―teHilin mory lnay
eX,lain the variable results.Future studies should attempt to tett sho■―tellll mOmoryゃr ´ ・ヽ
information related speciflcally to spo■perfollllanCe(e.g。,pattems of,ovement,Ltthe
strategies,complex coaching instruction⇒.Tho re ults fthis study,howevet provide no     導
reason to believe that twoinights PSD negatively impair cognitive ability in female basketball
players.                     _                                                          ,
Athldic performance generdly improves overthe course ofthe day,wlh the pe率
located dudng middle to late anemoon(shephard,1984).SuttectS in the preSent study were
tested during the inoming,anem。。n,and evening to dёt ine posSible diurnal variation in
performance.ノTime ofday?scillations were not observed for hand steadiness,feaction time,
short‐terrn pemory,9r eccentric muscle strengtL but did result in the measurement ofbody
t6mperature.
The lack of diurnal'performance differendes may be related to personality
characteristics of the subjects. The so called morningne.r-.r"ringness dim-ensiori describes
the fact that some people (morning types (MT) or'larks') prefer day activity while others
(evening types @T) or'owls') prefer night activity (Neubauer,1992). Neither types (NT),
also referred to as 'intermediate' types, are classified as falling somewhere in the middle. An
explanation for stability.of tlie performance indicators may be due to the majority of the
subjects (n : 9) classified as "neither type" based on criteria of the Horne and Ostberg (1976)
Morningness-Eveningness questionnaire. This concurs with past studies where young adults
have been frequently classified as "evening tipes" or "neither t1pes" compared to the
majority of older adults classified as "morning types" QrIuy, Hasher, & Stoltzfres, 1993).
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This is despite the fact that most of the subjects (9 of l2) were classified by the'EPQ as
extraverts who normally perform better in the evening (Wilson, 1990). Tl,pically, both'male
and female athletes are higher than non-athletes on the extraversion dimension demonstrating
the inflrience of bxtrav.rrro, on physical performance (Kirkca ldy,l982).It may be that the
morning-evdning data is a better predictot of the performance measures used in this study
than the EPQ. This would explain the discrepancy evident in these questionnaires.
Personality type, age, and tasi at hand'should be taken into.considerhtion when designing
research protocols to study the impact of diurnal variation on performance.
. In studying time of day and performance, the early afternoon period is of common
interest. A drop in alertness and performance typically occurs between 1200 h 
- 
1400 h
(Atkinson & Reilly, 1996),.and is commonly referred to as 'postlunch dip'. The 'postlunch'
dip may result from increased fatigue or decreased arousal (Winget, DeRoshia, & Holley,
1985). The current study failed to support the 'postlunch' phenomenon because there ivas no
apparent adverse decreases in performance at 1400 h as compared to the 0900h and 1900 h
testing times. In fact, body temperature, peaked at 1400 h. Body temperature reflects the
level of "arousal" of the nervous system with performance efficiency related to this level
(Blake, 1967). Human performance frequently varies in phase with the circadian curve in
body temperature (Reilly & Garrett, 1998). The currbnt study showed an inbrease in
temperdture at 1400 h. Similarly, it appeared there was a trend for the fastest reaction times
at 1400 h even though it was not a significant finding.
There is a cross-over in skin conductance at approximately 1600 h with morning
tlpes exhibiting peak temperature prior to 1600 h while evening types exhibiting peak
temperature after this time (Wilson, 1990). Considerihg the dominant subject circadian
.■
■
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chronotype in tliis study(ioC.,neitherり pe),perhaps thc pertt at 1400 h can be rclated to this
cross―over point.
メこl explanation for the 1400 h peak in temperatllre inay belinked to cating and
digestion.h is assllmed imm the reporting ofthe suttCCtS On the ive―hour history follll that
lllnch was consllmeddL五ng the time pe五 od before arri宙ng at the testing site,for・a e五oon
testing.SuttectS Were required to sit quictly for ive―minutes pHor to temperattte readings
yet there is aposSibilitythat the meal conslllncd by the suttcctS priOr to retllnung to the
tcsting site influenced the temperature rcading. Future studies ofthis kind should Fequirじ
SutteCtS tO remain｀at the testing site throughout the duration ofthe study.This way,nutHtiOn
and behavior can be st五ctly r gulated to dete.11line ifmcal tinling or rneal content alters body
temperature.
'.RcSearch 6n circadian memory has produced highly contrasted results.It is gencrど1ly
accepted that sho●―tcl・1l memory pcrfo■11.ance is bettcr in the morrllng(Adan,1993)and
long―tellll memory perfo111lance be■er in lat attemoon(Gucコd n,Leconte―Lalnbert,&
Leconte,1993)。An explanation for this daily oscillation is the change in use ofsub_vOcal
articulation over the cOurse ofa day(Smith,1992).It waS also attHbuted to paying greate■
attention to the physical aspects ofthe info..1lation early in the moming(Adan,1993)。A
tiine ofday effect itt shOrt―tellll memory was nOt Observed in the present study possibly
b9causeofsuttectmOtivationandperhapsduetosimplicityoftheinfo品ation tO be
remembered and recalled.
Past studics on isokinetic inusclc strength at various tllnes ofday are equivocal. The
current study which examincd eccent五c peak tOrqutfound nO daily Oscillation in flexiOn or
exteision ofthe leg muscles which agrees with cabH,DeWittel and Clarys(1988)whO
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observed isokinetic concentHc and eccentdc movements to be constantthroughout the day.
Atkinson ar週Reilly(1996)noted peak lhlues in eccentHc isokinetic measuremeits in early
evening hburs,when measured tt slow and fast(1.05 and 3.14 rad/sec)angular velocities of
movement.SimilarlL Ishee and Titlow(1986)obseⅣed betterleg ne対。n endurance at a fast
speed(240°/sec)late in the:遣emoon.The∞ntras in resu■s may be explained by the
circadian classincation ofthe suttOcts.Ttt m可o五ty Ofthe sut eCtS in the current study,(9
of 12)were ёlassifled as`nether type'.Perhaps ifthe circadian classiflcation ofthe sutteCtS
in the other studies were assessed,the mttority WOuld have been classined as・`evening types'
which would explain the contrast in results.             ^
Conclusion and Recorrmendations                 '
In conclusion,PSE》appears tQ have n9 apparent negative efFect on sholt―term
7 =memory,muscular strength ofthe legs,and body temperature in c011ege―aged female
.basketball players.Reaction time thOugh slowed,with a signiflcant decrement e宙dent only
following the oecond night ofreduced sleep.Thsヽin t ement宙th a simHar study by
Reilly and Deykin(1983)which ShOWed PSD of2.5 h for each Ofthree conseCut市e hLhts,
slowed two…choice visual reaction tiine.One parado対cal flnding,however,that is supported
by previous wOrk was hand steadiness increased with PSD. lrhe present study generaHy
agrees wih Sears(1999)WhO fOund no afFect ofPSD on basketbali skills such as dribbling,
paSsing,shoOting,and movement on the cOurt.This study also cOncurs with Holland(1968)
who concluded that SD has no betrimental efFect on performance ofdiscrete,short‐tellll
tasks;however,arduous and prolonged tasks are impacted.
E)iurnal rhythms were not seen in the rneasurement ofhand steadiness,short‐tellll
memory,or eccentHc muscle strength.Body temperature did exhibit a dme ofday oscillation
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with peak temperature at 1400 h. Similarly, reaction time showed a trend for the fastest
.times at 1400 h even tho.ugh this was not a significant trend. Given these re'sults, the current
study failed to support'the 'postlunch' dip phenomenon.
In a regulation NCAA basketball game, playbrs are competing up to 48-minutes in a
single contest. If this study's performance measures were ext'ended to represent typical
basketball playing time, perhaps an impact of PSD on performance would have occurred in
the other indicators. It would be beneficial to repeat this study extending the duration of
performance tests and subsequently combining the tasks with exercise parameters. Tb date,
no previous study has examined the impact of PSD on female sport perforrnance, besidd
basketball. Given the potential for performance deficits after SD, and the lack of relevant
research, more work is needed. There are increasing number of competitive female athletes
" making it prudentlo consider study similar to this one while looking at performance in other
sporting realms.
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Table l
Hand Steadiness・(mean tt sD)for Two T五als Du五ng Varied Sleep Conditions
T五al l T五a12
Day      Timび、    M       SD      M       SD
*+BL
+PSD-1
* PSD-2
Note: Units are number of contacts made with the edge of the hole via the stylus; N = 12;
BL = Baseline; PSD- 1 = Partial sleep Deprivatibn Day 1;'psD- 2 = partial Sleep
Deprivation Day 2; * indicates PSD- 2 <BL for trial I only; + indicates trial I > tial2
except on PSD- 2.
0900
1400
、1900
0900
1400
1900
0900
1400
1900
87.17
91.08
81.33
87.58
67.58
67.67
64.42
53.58
64.25
38.25
39.94
36.86
45.54
26.47
34.62
28.32
28.53
44.97
76.67
81.00
71.92
70.67
52.17
62.17
65.75
67.00
63.08
32.98
42.18
31.04
40.28
19.31
25.21
24.59
43.48
38.46
|Table 2
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Day
BL
Time
0900_
1400 J
1900
0900
1400
1900
0900
1400
1900
SD
1046
.044
.043
.076
.085
.044
PSD-1
PSD-2
M
.4367
.4300
。4417
.4533
.4417
.4767
*+.4817
+.4767
+.4375
?
????
??????
?
Notei Units arc in 1/100 ofa secOnd;N=12;ョL=BaSelinc;PSD-1=Partial Sleep
Dep五vation Day l;PSD-2=Partial Slёep DepHvatibn E)ay 2;*indicates PSD…2>BL at
l
0900 h o=.016);+indiCates 090o h>1900 h Φ=.015)
and 1400 h>1900 h o=.045)for PSD-2.
|
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Table 3
`   Eccentric Pcak Torque During Knee Flexion(品an±SE))for Varied Slee,Conditions
Day      Time
BL       0900
1400
1900
PSD-1    0900・
1400
1900
'  PSE)-2      0900
1400
1900
M
82.50
73.67
74.83 ・
76:83
73.33
74.00
72.00
70.00
72.33
SD
‐11.56
10.17       `
9.54
7.41
9.40
15.88
20.57
17.12   ・
17.96
ξ
Not'e: Units are Nm for peak torque at 150 o/sec; N: 6; BL: Baseline; PSD- 1 : Partial
Sleep Deprivation Day 1; PSD- 2: Partial Sleep DeprivationDay 2.
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Table 4
EccentHc Peak Torouc During Knee ExtensiOn(mean tt SD)For Varied Sleep Conditions
Day
BL
PSD-1
PSD-2
Time
0900
1400
1900
0900
1400
1900
0900
1400
1900
M
133.33
130.67
138.00
127.17
128.83
126.67・
133.83
138.00
128.83
SD
29.36
24.16
28.21
25.07
20.35
27.52
35.51
34.09
39.01
Note:Units are NIIn for peak torque at 150°/scc;N=6;BL=Baseline;PSD-1=Partial
Sleep DeprivatiOi Day l;PSD-2=Partial Sleep DepHvation Day 2.
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Tablc 5
o品dricepS to Hamstring Rttio(mean±SD)Dur ng V ried Sleep cOnditions
Day
BL
Tiine
0900
1400
1900
0900
1400
1900
0900
1400
1900
M
1.61
1.77
1.85
1.65
1.77
1.72
1.90
1.99
1.78
SD
.208
.223
.322
.214
.284
.242
.463
.355
。392
PSD-1
PSD-2
Note: Units are Nm for peak torque at 150 o/sec; N:6; BL: Baseline; PSD- I : Partial
Sleep Deprivation Day 1; PSD- 2 = Partial Sleep Deprivatio nDay Z.
「
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Table 6
Short―Tel.■l NIlemorv(Inean tt SD)During Varied Sleep Conditions
o 
" Day Time
73
??
?
??
BL       0900    ,     9.2           2.04
1400'             9。1          2.68
1900              9.9               1.83
PSD-1    0900
1400
1900
PSE)-2・     0900
1400
1900
8.8
9.2
9.3
9.2
7.8
7.8
1.36
2.12
1.49
1.90
2.73
1.54       1
Note: Units are the number of correctly recalled woids from a fifteen-word list; N: 12;
i
BL : Baseline; PSD- I : Partial Sleep Deprivation Day l; PSD- 2:Partial Sleep
DeprivationDay 2.
lTHACA OoL[_EGE LIBRARY
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Table 7
,  Bodv Temperatllreてmean±SD)During Varied Sleep Conditions
Day     Tirile
BL       0900
*
1400
1900
PSD-1    0900
*
1400
1900
97.41        =    .82
??
?
??
98.07
97.68
97.39
97.56
97.55
.43
.91
.91
.62
1.02
PSD』2      0900             97.28
*
1400              98.11
1900              97.87
Notc:Units ard in degrees/Fahrenheit(°F);N=12;BL=Baseline;PSD…1=Partial leep
Dep五vation Day l;PSE)-2=Partial Sleep Deprivation Day 2;*indicates main effect for
time with 1400 h>0900 h o<.05).
?
??
?
???
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APPENDD( A
Sleep Quality Scale
ID#
For the following statements, please circle the response that acciriately
i'eflects your quality of sleep. Thank you.
?
?
?
SLEEP OUALITY (GEIIERAL)
I feel"tired after getting up in the momingl
I usually sleep deeply during the night.
I often lib awake for more than half an
hour before falling asleep.
I often wake up several times during the
night.
I usually fall asleep easily.
I usually sleep quietly.
I think that I usually enjoy my sleep.
I often don't sleep for more than 5 hours.
I often get up during the night.
I take a sleep drug regularly.
I felt energetic after getting up this morning.
I did not sleep more than five hours.
[,ast night I lay awake'for inore than half an
hour before I fell asleep.
I enjoyed last night's sleep very much.
I slept deeply last night.
I felt tired after getting up this morning.
I woke up several times last night.
I had difficulty in falling asleep again after
waking up last night. (If you didn't wake up
last night answer this question with disagree).
I felt rested after getting up this morning.
I fell asleep e-asily last night.
I think I slept quietly last night.
Agree / Disagiee 
,
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree.lDisagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree /-Disdgree
Agree / Disagree
Agree./ Disagree
Agree / Disagree
Agree / Disagree
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
SLEEP QUALITY (SPECIFIC)
?
?
?
?
??
Do You Regularly Use Caffeine Products? Yes / No Amt. Per Day?
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
??
?
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NAME:
APPENDⅨ B
Medical History/Hcalth Habit.QucStiOmaire
AGE:    BIRTH DATE:
ADDuSS:
PHONE NUMBER:(Home) 鰤00
CII―NT PHYSICIAN:
PHYSICIAN'S ADDMSS/PHONE:
FAMILY HISTORY: Check if any blood relatives (parents, siblings, etc.) ever had anj, of
the folloWihg:
Heart Disease 
-stroke
Diabetes
High Cholesterol
Other Conditions/Comments :
High Blood Pressure
MEDICAL IIISTORY:Check ifyou cver had any ofthe following:       '
Skipped Beats or Inelular Rhythms Major Surgery of Any Kind
'Injury to Back, Knees, Neck, or Ankles
Have you ever been totd by a physician that you shouldn't exercise? Yes, No
Other Conditions/Comments :
PRESENT SYMPTOMS: Have you recently had, within the last few months, any of the; following:
Chest Pain
Heart Disease
-High 
Blood Pressure
Cancer
Stroke
Ulcers
Heart Murmur
_Shortness of Breath
Lightheadedness.
Loss of Consciousness
Blood Clots
Other COnditions/COmlnents:
Di叔)etcs
ThyrOid
Allergies
Arthritis
High Cholesterol
Epilepsy
Il lness, Hospitalizdtion, or Injury
AnklelLeg Swelling
Joint/Muscle Pain
Heart Palpitations
Ab,ollllal ECGィGXT Test
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LIST ALL DIEDICAT10NS CURRENTLY TAKING(hcluding AspiHn):
IIEALTH IIABITS:
SMOKING HISTORY:
Do you smoke? ( )Yes ( )No ( )Quit ( ) Never
What did (do) you smoke? ( )Cigarettes ( )Cigars ( )Pipe ( )Chewing Tobacco
Times per day?
How iong had (have) you been smoking (or using chewing tobacco)?
- If you qui! when?
EXERCTSE HABITS:
Do you presently engage in physical activity? ( .)Yes ( )No
What kind?
How often?
Inteiisity of the,activity? ( )Light ( )Moderate ( )Heavy
Did yorir past exercise habits differ from what you are doing now? ( )Yes ( )No
Whit kind of exercise did you do in the past?
Hciw often?
Intensity of the activity? ( )Light ( )Moderate ( )Heavy
Is your occupation sedentiry? ( )Yes ( )No
Explain your occupation?
Do you have discomfort, shortness of breath, or pain with exercise? ( )Yes ( )No
If yeS, what type of paiir and what type of exercise?
NU.TRITIbNAT, BEHAYIOR:
Do you'consider yourself overweight? ( )Yes ( )No
How many meals do you typically eat each day?
How often do you eat meals outside the home?
Do you presently consume alcohol? ( )Yes ( )No
Number of dHnks/weekIf yes, what?
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STRESS:
Do you consider your day stressful? ( )Yes ( )No
What is thehature of your stress?
How many hours'of sleep do you get a night?
Is your sleep sound? ( )Yes ( )No
If no, describe?
ADDITIONAL PERTINENT INFORMATION:
Signatufe Date
APPENDD( C
Informed Consent Form
Pumose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to determine whether partial sleep deprivdtibn defined as
2.5 hours of sleep,.for two consecutive nights, has an impact on indicators of basketball
performance during various tinies cif the day. The study will alsb attempt to determine if a '
person's preference for morning or evening performance has any affect on sport skills after
partial sleep deprivation.
Benefits of Participatiori .i '
Ybu will gain an understanding of how changes in your sleeping routihe may affect
your athletic performanbe. If a relationship id found between skill performance and cognitive
irieasures, as related to partial sleep deprivation, you may decide to adhere to a particular i
sleep schedule that willhetp to optimize your athletic/academic potential. By determining
your individual preference for "morningriess/eveningness", you may learn'of your optimal
performance hours. The scientific, as well as the athletic community will be informed of the
effect that two nights of consecutive partial sleep deprivation may have on athletic
performance.
What You Will Be A"sked To Do
Today, you will be given a "morningness/eveningness" and a personality
questionnaire to fill out to help dbtermine your'individrial type. You will also be assigned to
one of two testing groups and will receive a schedule of test dates in a calendar foim.
Throughoirt this study, you will be required to keep a sleep log is to how many hours each
night you sleep and if iI is quality sleep. 'This sleep log will be handed in by the final 7:00
pm (Sunday) testing session.
Baseline testing will take place either before the.sleep deprivation weekend or after
the sleep deprivation period starting at 8:15 am, depending on your scheduled group time.
Please refrain from using any alcohoUtobadco/caffeine products 24 hours prior to this testing
session. Uion entering the Marietta College gymnasium, you will receive a piruiie with the
last four digits of your social security number written on it. Throughout the study, this pinnie
will be collected at the end of each testing session and will be given out at the beginning of
each session. This will be used as identification instead of names. At 9:00 am,2:00 pm, and
7:00 pm, you rfuill fill out health habit questionnaires, take a cognitive test,'utilize a
thermometer to $et oral temperature readings, and perform a reaction time test, hand
steadiness test and'sport-specific basketball skill tests. Basketbalt skills include verticaljump, shooting, passing, dribbling, defensive movement, and free throws. After this set of
tests, you will be free tb leaVe the testing site until 2:00 pm and 7:00 pm respectively, to
resume your normal activities bs long as you do not fall asleep, or'use
alcohoUcaffeine/tobacco products until after the 7:00'pm session. Please arrive at the testing
site ll2 hour prior to the test start time. After baseline testing, subjects will return to the
Marietta Field House located on the Marietta Cbllege campus at 1i:00 pm on Friday of the
weekend you are assigned to undergo two nights of partiat sleep deprivation. please try to
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obtain atleast 8 hollrs of sleep the Thursday pnor to your tcsting session whilc Sleeplng no
later than 8:00 am. You lnay bring with yo■any itcms necessary to cnsurσyour comfort'and
“
aXimum participati6n throughout the tcsti五g pe五od(e.g.,t00 hbrush,shower supllitS,
pillow,magazines,change ofclothcs,sncakers).BcVerages and light snacks will be provided
(upOn request).You will be engaged in low stimulation activities(e.g.,reading,talking‐with
yollr group,playing games,and/or watching mo宙es)士Om ll:00 pm unti1 5:30 am,whcn you
Will be asked to go to slcep(oi COtS that areわЮvideの。sleep willl st for a peHod of2.5
hours at which timc you will be awakencd.Betwecn wakc up and thc flrst tёst session at
845am,you can takc a shower,c江,or do aS yOu pにas o At 9:00 am,you willllndergO the
samc pЮtocol as outl●ed in the baselinc testing session.Atter the scssion is ovcr,you may
leavc the testing site and rcsumё nol■■al activities with the exception of sleeplng and
consllrllling alcoho1/caffeine/tobacco. Plege retum 1/2 hour pHorto the 2:00 pm session and
a1/2 hollr prior to the 7:00 pln session. A■erthe Samday 7:00 pm.session,you are again
iee to leave With thc same stipulations as outlined prevlouSly and are asked tざretum at
H:00 pm on Saturday night to undcrgo the same testing prOccdures as the prc宙ous day.
Upon completion ofthe 7f00 pnl Sunday tesing session,you will undergo a short
debrieflng penod to expla■the events that occllrrcd during the study and tO answer any
questions pertaining to the sidy。
Risks ofParticipation
The rnain potential risk ofthe study will bc a fceling OfpOssiblc slccpiness
憲 諸 躍 譜 糞観ぶ 翼∬ 器 盟譜 li::1詭:麒■写蹴 鷲翫
=雲
∬凛 ぅ
dayS
decreased lnotivation,a changc in perfo...lance,and a changc in cognition that can last fbr
one day following tcsting procedures. Acadernic perfol...ance or other activities such as
jud♂nent and iespbnsc time for dri宙ng may be affected for several days after sleep
dep五vation.This sleepiness can be minimized by ge■i g adequatc(about 8-10 hollrs)
amollllts ofsleep followirig the testing peHod.At this time,your body should attust tO itS
no■■al slcep rhythm.
Additional五sks can occur with sport skill testing such as strains,sprains,contusions,
and abrasions. These五sks ar  no different than those you expe五ence at yollr practice and
game ses,ions. Please wear appropHate footwear and athletic clothing to lninirnize these
SpQrt五SkS・
、
?
hitial Here
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Fbr More hfo111lation
Additional details pertaining to this study can be obtaincd by contaCting:
端器rⅧLa価    貫論 ∫臨》L
Ithaca College   .                             Ithaca College                          l
Hill Center                  Hill Center .
Offlce#35                                    0fflce#27
1thaca,New York 14850                       1thaca;New York 14850
0fflcc(607)374-3407              0fflce(607)274-3359
耳orne(607)256-0510             .
Leigh AI Sears                        '            .
PFinfipal lnvestigatOr                                  、
NIlarictta Collcge                      .                                    1
Box C-85
Marietta,Ohio 45750
0fflce(740)376-4516            .
Home(740)373-1044
Withdrawal From The Studv
Particiration in ths sidy is pllrclyvoluntary.You are ttcc to withdrawal hm the   ヽ
study at any tilne you choose and your dccision to do so will be respected. Plcasc drop us a
conidential note infolllling us of yollr withdrawal hm the s,dy sO that you can receive
your deb五eing statementin a timcly fashion.       ・        ｀
■Confldcntialitv  i   l
QueStiOnnaire answers,test data,and perfo■11lance data will all be kept conidential.
This infollllation will neverbe presented in SuCh a way that a suttect cOuld be identifled or     ・
associated,with the study in any way.Data will be presented in group follllat.The last follr
digits δf your social se9urity number will be used as the identiflcation inethod throughout the
study and data analysis peHod Onlブ.
I have read the above and understand its contents funy and l agree t o pardcipate in thit       4
study. I acknottrledge that l aII1 18 years ofage or older(Please sign and datO).
Signature
Date
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APPENDⅨ 
Sleep Log
Ndme:
timd in bed, time awake
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APPENDⅨ E
Momingness/.Eveningness QuestiOma■e
hsmctiOns:
1.Please rehd each questioi very caremlly before answering.
2.Answer ALL queStions.
3.Answer questions in numerical order.
4.Each question shodld be answered independently ofbthers.Do NOT gO back and check your
answers.
5.All questiOnゞhave a selection ofanswers.For each question place a cross alongside ONE
ansWer only,Sotte questions have a scale instead ofa selection ofanswers.Place a cross at the ´
appropriate point along the scale.
6.Pleasc answer each question as honestly as possible.Both the answers and the resuns will be
keptin stHct confldence.
7.Please fe91_■ec to make any comments in the sCction provided below each question.
,.i
1. Considering only your own "feeling best" rhythm, at what time would you get up if you were
entirely free to plan your day?
2. Considering only your "feeling best" rhythm, at whit time would you go to bed if you were
entirely free to plan your evenins?
―
―3.Ifthere is a speciflc tilne・at which you
have to get up in the morning, to what extent
are you dependent on being woken up by an
alarm clock?
1→
Not at all dependent............4.
Slightly dependent.............. 3.
Fairly dependent. ................ 2
Very dependent................... 1
8・ ・ ・ 9'・・10'''11''12AM' 1'1'・・可
「
・・''3`
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4. Assuming adequate environmental conditions,
how easy do you find getting up in the mornings?
5. How alert do you feel during the first half-hour
after ha'Ving woken in the mornings?
6. H.ow is your appetite during the first half-hour
after having woke in the mbrnings?
7. During the first half-hour after having woken
in the morning, how tired do you feel?
8. When you have no commitments the next day,
at what time do you go to bed ccimpared to
your usual bedtime?
9. You have decided to engage in some physical
exercise. A friend suggests that you do thiS one
hour twice a weeKand the best time for him is
between 7:0-8:0 AM. Bearing in mind nothing
else but your own "feeling best" rhythm, how do
you think you would perform?
10.At whattilne in the evening do you feel tired
and as a result in neOd bfsleep?
Not at all easy...................... I
Not very easy…………………………・2
Fairly easy........................... 3
Not at all alert.¨¨¨ …¨……¨ ・¨・1
Slightly alert........... ..............2
Fairly aIert...........................3
Fairly poor........... ................2.
Faiily good...........................3
Very good. .........4
Very tired. .........1
Fairly tired........... ................2
Fairly rdfreshed...................3
Very refreshed............. ........4
Seldom or never later.¨..… .4
Less than one hour later.....3
1-2 hours later........... .......... 2
More than 2 hours later......l
Would be on good form..........4
.Would be on reasonable form3
Would rlnd it difrlcult.¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨・2
Would find it very difficult.....l
←
-4      3       -1→
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11. You wish to be at your peak performancd for
a tbst *hich ybu know is going to be mentally
exhausting and lastiirgfor two hours. You are i
entirely free to plan your day and considering
only your own "feeling best" rhythm, which
ONE of the four testing times would you clioose?
12. If you went to bed at 11:00 PM, at what level of
tirednes6 wbuld you be?
13. For some reason y6uhave gone to bed several
hours later than usual, but there is no need to
gbt up at any phrticular time the next morning.
Which ONE of the following events are you
most likely to experience?
14. One night you have to remain awake between
4:00-6:00 AM in order to carry out a night watch.
. Yduhave no,commitments thi next day. Which
OI\IE of the following alternatives will suit you
best?
15.'You have to do two hours of hard physical
work. You are entirely free to plan your day
and considering only your "feeling best"
rhythm which ONE'of the following times
would you choose? r,
16. You have decided to engage in hard physical
exeicise. A friend suggests that you do this
for one hour twice a week and the best time
for her is between I 0:00- 1 1 i00 PM. Bearing
in mind nothing else but you own
"feeling best" rhythm, how well do you think
you would perform?
8:00‐10:00 AM.¨..… …..・………6
11:00 AM-1:00 PR覆.……………・・…4
3:00‐ 5:00 PRI.¨…¨………………………2
7:00-9:00 PRI.……………………………0
Not at all tired.¨¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ¨¨ ・¨4
A little tired.………………… ・3
Fairly tired........... .............-..2
Will wake up at the usual time
and will NOT fall asleep.........14.
Will wake up at the usual time
and wiII doze thereafter............3
*iU wake up at usudl the time
but will fall asleep again.......... 2.
Will irot wake up until later
usua|..........................:..............1 t
Wriuld NOT go to bed until
watch was over........................1
Would take a nap before
and sleep after........... .............J
Would take a good sleep
bbfore and nap after.............._3
Would take ALL sleep before
watch.................. :.........
8:00 - 10:00 AM.....................4
11:00 AM‐1:00 PRI.¨¨¨ ¨¨ ・¨3
3:00‐5800 PM.……………¨ …・・…2
7:00-9:00 PM.…….¨¨¨ ・¨………・1
Would be on g00d fOrm.…………….1
Would be on reasonable foim..2
Would ldnd it difflcult.…….. …¨…・3
Would lnd tt Very difrECult.…4
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17. Suppose that you can choose your own work hours. Assume that you worked a FM
hour day"(includiirg breqks) and that your job was interesting and paid by results. Which
FM CONSECUTwE HOURS would you selebt?
121234
DIIDNIGⅡT
10 11 12 1  2
N00N
8  9 101112′
MttDNIGHT
1        =
18.At whattilne ofday do you think that you rcach yollr``feёling best''peak?
12 1  2  3  4
MIDNIGⅡT
10 11 12 1  2
N00N
8  9 1011.12
MIDNIGⅡT
-1     -                   1→
19. One hears about "morning" and "evening"
tlpes of people. Which ONE of these types
do you consider yourselfto be?
Definitely a "morning" type 6.
Rather more a ttrhorning" $pe
than an ttevening" type....:....4.
Rather more an'ievening" ffpe"
than a "morning" type....... 2.
Definitely an "evening" type 0.
Home,J.Aっ&Ostberg,O.(1976):A self―Tsessment questionnaire to detellllincmomingncss―eveningness in human circadtt rhythms.htema●。nal JOllHlal_of
Chronobiology,4_97-110.
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Appendix F
EPQ
(Adult)
Na*me SexAge
Occupat:on
Firm
Date
Marital Status
Status    .Hea!th
Weight Height Code
:NSTRUCT:ONS        i
4Rease answer each queゞbnbymarttnganttbesdethe“YES"or tte“NO"fol Ю輌ng
the question.There are no right or wrong answers,and no trick questions.Work quickly
and do not think too long about the cxact meaning of the question.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO ANSWER EACH QUEST:ON
PUBLiSHED BY EdiTS′EDUCA :ONAL AND:NDUSTR:AL TESTING SERVICE
BOX 7234,SAN DiECO,CALiFORN:A921b7         =
⑪
′lV ε′εR/Ct/EST/0札″/4Rκノt/5「0/Vf θOχ
l.  Do you have many different hobbies7 .  .
2. Do you stop to think things over before doing anything?
3. Does.your mood often go up arid down?
4. Have you ever taken the praise for something you knew someone else had really ilone?
5. Are you a talkative person?
YES E
YEs fl
YESE
YES E
YES E
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N6□
NO□
NO□
NO□
NO□
6.  Wou!d beingin debt worry you?
7.DO you ever、fee!``iust miSerab:e"forハo eason?
8." Wereyou'evergreedybyhelpingyourself tomorethanyourshareof anything?
g. Do you lock up your house carefully at night?
10. Are you iather lively?
11. Would it upset you a lot to see a child or an animal suffer? .
12. Do you often^worry about things you should not have done or said? . :
13. lf you say you.will'do something, do you always keep your promise no matter how inconvenient
it might be?  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・ '・  ・
Can you uξua‖y let yourself go and enioy yours91f at a liVe!y party? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・
Are you an irritable person? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・ ・・・ ・′・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・  ・
Have you ever b!aried someone for doing somethihg you knew was really your fau!t7 . . . . ..
b6yOu enioy mee」ng n w people?  . . . . . . ・・ ・・ ・・ ・ ・ ・ ・・ ・・ ・・ ・
Do you be‖ev  insurance pians are a good idea7.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  |  ・ ・ _ _
Are your fee‖ngs as‖y hurt7   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・
Are σ〃your habits good and desirable ones7   .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・
Do you tend to keep in the background on social occasions?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・ ・  ‐  ・  ・
Would you take drugs which may have strange or dangerous effects?   .  .  .  .  .  ‐  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・
Do you often feel〔`fed‐up"? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・
Have you ever taken anything(even a pin or button)that be10nged to someone el壺? ......
Do you like going out a lot? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・ ・
Do you enioy hurting people yOu love7  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・
Are you often troub!ed abbut feelings of guilt? .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・ ・  ・ ・  ・
Do you sometimes talk about things you know nothing about?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・  ・
Do you prefer reading to meeting people?レV γυ  γ:ν'V: `V“Ч,1:0しV'`'V‐●ヽ''0ィVνr'V・   ・
Do you have enemies who wantto harm you?… … … ・・― … … … … ・YES□NO□
Would you call yourself a nervous person? YES n No E
Do you have many friends? YES E *o D
Do you enioy practical iokes that can sometimes really hurt people? YEs n *O D
Are you a worrier? -. ves ! ruo f]
As a child did you do as ydu were told irhmediately hnd without grumbling? yEs E" rlo n
Wouid you call yourself happy-go-lucky? . yEs E No fl
Do good manners and cleanliness matter much to you? yEs n No E
Do you worry about awful things that might happen? . yES [ *o E
Have you ever broken or lost something belonjing to someone else? .. : yES X *O E
Do you usually take the initiative in making ndw friends? yES ! *O E
Would you call yourself tense or "highly-strung"? 1_._「 __.YES□NO□
Are you mostly quiet when you are with other people? yES n NO !
Do you think marriage is old-fashioned and should be done away with? yES E No D
Do you sometimes boast a little? : . yES n no n
Can you easily get some life into a rather dull party? . yES E *O n
GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
14.
15.
16.、
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23:
24.
25。
26.
27.
28.
29.
30。
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
ves! uoE
vEsE NoE
YEsE NoD
YEs fl No Et,
YFS fl No fl
ves[ No[
YEs E No fl
YESE No!
YEs fl No n
YEs fl No E
YESE NoE
YES E 
.No fl
YEs E **o fl
YEs E No fl
YEs E No fl
YES  No fl
YEsE NoE
YESE NoE
YEsE NoD
YEsE NoE
YES fl No E
ves ! No fl
YEsE No!
ves fl ruo fl
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
12:
73.
74.
15.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
Do pbople who drive carefully annoy you?
Do you worry about your health?
Have you ever said anything bad or nasty about anyone?
Do you like telling jokes and funny stories to your friends?
Do most things taste the same to you?
As a child did you ever talk back to your parents? . .
Do you like mixing with p-eople?,
'Does it worry you if you know there are mistakes in your work?
Do you stiffe"r from sleeplessness?
i-
Db you always wash before a meal?
Db you nearly always hdve a "ready
Do you like to arriVe at appointmen
Have you often felt listless and tiied
Have you ever cheated'at a game?
answer" when people talk to you?
ts in plenty of time?
Do you like doing things ih which you have to act quickly?
ls (or fras) your mother a good woman?
Do you often feel life is very dull?
Have you ever taken advantage of someone?
Do yori often take on more activities than you have time for?
Are there several people who keep trying to avoid you?
Do you worry a'lot about your looks?
Do you think people spend too much time safeguarding their future with savings and insurances?
Have you ever wished that you were dead?
Would you dodge paying taxes if you were sure you could never be found out?
Can you get a party going?
Do you try not to be rude to people?
Do you worry too long after an embarrassing experience?
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vrs! No!
ves I r.ro !
YEs E No fl
YES fl No fl,
YES E No fl
YEsE NoE
YES E Non
YES fl No fl
YES fl No E .:
YEs I No D:
YESE NOE
iesE Nofl
ves fl No !
YE;E r.,o E
YES E NoE
YEs fl No fI
YES E No E'
YES E No fl
YES! NoI
YESn NoE
YESE NOE
YEs fl No E
YEsE NoE
YEsE NoE
. 
YESE Nofl
ves I uof]
YES E No El
ves ! Nof,
YEs tr Non
YES E NOE
YEs E No fI
YESE Non
YESE NOE
YES fl No E
YEs f] No E
YEIE NoE
YEsn NoI
YESE Non
YEs E No fI
YESE NOE
YES E No fl
YESD *oE
YEs ! No fI
YES fl No E
YES tr No.fl
Have you ever insisted on having
When you catch a train do you o
Do you suffer from "nerves"?
Do your friendships break up easily without it being your fault?
Do you often feel lonely?
Do you always practice what you preach?
Are you easily hurt when people find fault with you or the work you do? -.
Have you erier been late for an appointment or work?
Do you like plenty of bustle and excitement around you?
Would you like other people.to be afraid of you?
Are you sometimts bubbling over witti energy and someiimes,very sluggish?
Do you sometimes put off until tomorrow what you ought to do today?
Do other people think of you as being very lively?
for no reason?
your own way?
ften arrive at the last minute?
Do people tell you a lot of lies? ,
Are you touchy about some things?
Are you always willing to admit it when you have made a mistake?
Would you feel very sorry for an animal caught in a trap? 
.
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APPENDⅨ G
24-Hour History
Name: Date:
HOW MUCH SLEEP DD YOU GET LAST NIG叩?(plCase circle oie)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 hours
HOW MUCH SLEEP DO YOU NORMALLY GET?(please circle on9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 hours
HOW LONG HAS「BEEN SINCE YOUR LAST NIEAL OR SNACK?(pleaSe circle one)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 hours
LIST I]団ⅦS EATEN BELOW:
WIIEN DD YOU LAST:
Have a cup of coffee,tea,or other caffcinc product
Sコnokc a cigar,cigarette,pipc,or usc chewing tobacco
Take drugs(iiCluding aspirin)
D五nk alcohol
Give blood
Have an illness
Suffer from respiratory problems
WHAT SORT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE DD YOU PERFORM YESTERDAY?
WHAT SORT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE DⅡ)YOU PttORM TODAY?
DESCRIBE YOUR GENERAL FEELINGS BY CHECKING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
Excellent  ・             Bad
Very, Very Good Very Bad
Very Good Very, Very Bad
Neither Bad Nor Good Terrible
APPENDIX H
Five-hour history form
ID Number Testilg ScsSiOn
IN THE ΠVE HO■IRS PRIOR TO THIS SESSION,DD YOU:(please circle)
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Use'aiiy alcohol products yes no
Take any tytrie of drug (including aspirin) yes no
Consume any type of caffeine product yes no
(ie., coffee, soda, tea)
Smoke a cigar, cigarette, pipe or use any yes no
chewing tobacco
Partake in any sleep sessions, including yes no
a short nap
LIST r]団Ⅶs EATEN SINCE LAST TESTING SESSION:
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APPENDIX I
Free-recall word list '
Tests short-term memory by assessing ability to recall'a fifteen-word list. Read the list 
r,
slowly, leaving a one-second pause between each word. There will be nine word lists and
each subject will get each list once in a random order.
Directions: I am going to read a list of words. Listen carefully, for when I stop, you will be
given 5 minutes to write down as many words as you can remember. It does not matter
which order you write them. Just try to remember as many as you can.
LIST A "LISf B
brown red
bird ,bear
soap book
Mexico Spain
man girlpencil turkey
January February
cook dish
train plane
sun star
midnight weekday
coat comb
bread butter
windo*w 'chair
grace truth
LIST F LIST G
white black -
bird turtle
bell boat
Canada Sweden
bad .goodgarden finiier
November December
ball wood
truck stream
wind rain
Thursday Wednesday
dress hat'.
candy. milk
house stove
trust misery
LIST C
blue
tiger
bike
China
dog
flower
August
Irre
store
cloud
Sunday
shirt
apple
desk
worth
LIST H
pink
fish
nose
Japan
bed
mitteri
June
hair
mouse
snow
Tuesday
shoe
fork
door
justice
LIST D
green.
lion
grrl
Italy
boy
button
September
bean
school
sky
Saturday
sock
food
lamp
peace
LIST I
purple
lamb
tree
Africa
cat
table
JutY
card
glass
moon
Monday
boot
spoon
floor
brave
LIST E
yellow
rabbit
drum '
Germany
box
planet
October
farm
church
night
Friday
glove
water
roof
doubt
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APPENDIX J
Protoco1 0utline
Voluntter RecruiCment Meeting
l.Sleep Quality questiδnnaire
2.Medical I‐Iistory/Health Habit qtcstionnaire
suuect Meetin費
1. Info■■1lCd COnscnt
2.Sleep log(g市en to suttCCtS for recording their sleep/wake cycles)
3. Practiced all tests
Testing
l.Repo■at 2300与        `           ′ 松
2i Collection of sleep log
3. Momingness―]Eveningncss and Eynseck Personality questionnaires
4。. study,read,cards,gamcs,Inovies,etc.
5. .sleep 0530 h-0800h
6. 0800h-0845 h shower,cat,drcss,ctc.
7. Fivc―hour history forlln
8. oral tcmperaturc
9. hand steadiness test
10.frce rccall test
ll.two―choice reaction time test                                            .
12.vcrticaljjmp                l                   .
13.free throws
.    14.passing
15。cdntrol dribbling
16.dcfcnsivc movcmcnt
17.spccd shot shooting
18.ccccntnC Inuscle pcro.11lance
19.disnussed
20.report at 1330 h′/Five―hour histbry follll
21.oral temperatu準
22.repeat perfo■11lance testing
23.dismissed
24.rcport al,1830h/Fivc―houl iStOry fo■111
25.oral tёmperaturc
26. repcat pcrfollllance tcsting
27.dismisscd
28.rcport at 2300 h
29.‐24-hour history fo■111
30.rcpeat samc proccdure for second day of partial s10cp deprivation∈)SD-2)
Note:The same protOcOl followco forbaseline(BL)testing excey suttectS repo■o ly foI
testing scssions 09oO h,1400h,1900h).Deb五eflng occurred after the flnal teSiing session.
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PPENDIX K
Debriefing Statement
DEIiRTEFING STATEMENT
The study in which you have.participated examined the effect of partial sleep
deprivation on sport-specific basketball performance indicators and related cognitive
processes needed in the game of basketball. There has been conflicting data involving the
effect of partial sleep deprivation on physical performance. Partial sleep deprivation studies
have in the past seen an increase in hand steadiness, a linear increase in sleepiness ratings,
deterioration in reaction time, and a decrease in leg strength. We are trying to determirie if
2.5 hours of sleep is sufficient amount of rest to still ensure optimal athletic performance. ,
We are also attempting to determine if your "morningness/eveningness" classification
has an effect on the time of day that you perform these skills/tests under a partially sleep
deprived condition. Conventionally, "morning type" people have been referred to as "larks"
(early risers, early retires) and "evening type" people have been referred to as "owls" (late ,
risers, late retires). Larks have been said to.be better performers earlier in the day where as
owls have said to have better performance in the later hours of the day. As you probably
realize, games and practices are held at differe'nt times of the day and thus performance can
be affec"ted depending on how strongly a person is classified as this sleep type.
If you would like further information regarding this study, contact the principal
investigators at the addresses below.
Thank you once again for participation in this study.
Sincerely,
Karen Lynn Uhl
Leigh A. Sears
Karen Lvnn Uhl
lthaca College   ′
Ⅱill Center
lthaca,NY、14850
0rlce(607)374‥340
Leigh Ao Sears
PIarietta College
Marietta,OⅡ 45750
0rlce(749)376‐4516
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APPENDⅨ L
Raw Data
Ra"Dtta for Hand Steadiness―T五al l
Note: Units are number of contacts made with the edge of the whole via the stylus;
Baseline = Baseline Testing; + = six subjects baseline tested prior to partial sleep
deprivation; six subjects baseline tested after partial sleep deilrivation; PSD- I = Partial Sleep
Deprivation Day 1; PSO- 2 =Partralsleep Deprivatio nDay 2.
SUBJECTBaseline
0900
Baseline
1400
Baseline
1900
PSD-1
0900
PSD-1
,1400
PSD-1
1900
1+ 34 17 35 16 20 24
2+ 148 117 122 71 68 127
3+ 70 158 114 146 92 72
、4 36 79 115 116 80 101
5+ 133 '94 78 83 68 76
6 '70 76 48 94 68 51
7+ 129 135 124 104 81 50
8 74 89 76 79 64 17
9 96 129 124 126 115 107
10 100 85 59 156 81 79
11.+ 47 37 28 30 27 28
12 109 77 53 30 47 80
PSD-2
0900
PSD-2
1400
PSD-2
1900
1+ 21 19' 19
2年 87 50 94
3年 68 94 149
4 87 59 91
5+ 78 84
6 71 73 79
7+ 79 50 94
8 26 8 6
9 89 48
10 63 49 39
11+ 22 16 20
12 60 52 21
SUBJECT ???‐
?
???
??。 Bascline
1400
Bascline
1900
PSD-1
・0900
PSD-1
1400
PSE》-1'
1900
11+・ 38 16 30 19 24 41
2+ 87 72 52: 73 79
3+ 61 125 119 107 67 91
4 30 67 62 132 48 58
5+ 99 56 63 52 66 76
6 69 59 49 62 69 85
7+ 142 154 126 60 71 51
8 66 59 85 62 35 12
9 91 140 91 142 61 83
10・ 100 100 85 ′99 60 86
11+ 43 32 28 28 27 31
12 70 77 53 33 25 53
PSD-2
0900
PSD-2
1400
PSE》-2
1900
1+ 30 12 26
2+ 85 77 78
3+ 86 1黎
4 76 82 66
5+ 78 65 78
6 87 139 78
_7+ 83 77 78
8 35 9 16
9 92 121 81
10 61 41 40
11+ 24 16 20
12 52 46 28
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Raw Data for Hand Steadiness- Trial 2
Note: Units are the humber of contacts made with the edge of the hole via the stylus;
Baseline = Baseline Testing; + = six subjects baseline tested prior to partial sle6p
deprivation; six subjects baseline tested after partialileep deprivation; PSD- I = Partial Sleep
Deprivation Day l; PSD- 2 =Partialsleep Deprivatio nDay 2.
..
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Raw Data for Reaction Timc(1/100 sec)  ・
SUBJECTBaseline
0900
Baseline
1400
Baseline
1900
PSD-1
0900
PSD-1
1400
PSD-1
1900
1+ .42 ・
“
`.∠レ4 。44'    .・ 。43 .40
2+ .53 .50 .52 .53 .53 .54
3+ 。43‐ .38 .45 .43 .42 。70'
4 .47 .47, .45 ・・.45 。45 。46
5+ .41 .41 .40 。4 。42・ .55
6 .39 .37 .42 .43 .40 。40
7+ .51 。48 .50 。43 .43 .46
8 .41` .47 .Z4[`4: .43 。46 .47
9 .46 。45 .48 .49 :46 。42
10 ,.42 .41 .37 .45 .42 .44
11+ .39 .40 。41
??
。42 。41
12 .40 .38 .42 .51 。46 .47
■
PSD-2
0900
・PSD-2
'1400
PSD-2
1900,
1+‐ .46 .42 .42
2+ .65 .67 .49
3+ .45 。47 。39
4 .48 .57 .49
5+ .51 .55 .46
6 。40 .38 .38
7+ 。56 .52 .49
8 .54 .42 .46
9 .42 .45 。47
10 .42 .41 .40
11+ .39 。41 :38
12 .50 .45 .42
Note: Baseline = Baseline Testing; + = six subjects baseline tested prior to partial sleep
:
deprivation; six subjects baseline tested after partial sleep deprivation; PSD- I = Partial'Sleep
Deprivation Day 1; PSD- 2 =Partial Sleep DeprivationDay 2.
SUBJECT0900 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
KF
0900 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
KE
0900 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
O―H rat10
1+ 91 130 1.43
6 88 152 1.73
8 78 119 1.53
10 78 145 1.86
11+ 96 169 1.76.
12 64 85 1.33
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Raw Data for Isokinetic Peak Torque (Nm)
SUBJECT1900 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
KF
1900 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
KE
1900 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
O―H ratlo
1+ 67 139 2.07
6 80 171 2.14
8 71 100 1.41
10 '69 149 2.16ゝ
11+ 92 160 1.74
12 70 109 1.56
Note: BL = Baseline testing; + subjects baseline tested prior to partial sleep deprivation;
Ecc = Eccentric Muscle Contraction; KF = Knee Flexion; KE = Knee Extension; Q - H
ratio = Ratio of Qufrriceps to Hamstring Strength.
?
?
SUBJECT1400 BL
150°/sec
Ecc
即
1400 BL
150°/scc
Ecc
KE
1400 BL
150°/scc
Ecc
O―H rttiO
1+ 72 138 1.92
6 81 167 2.06
8 71 125 1.76
10 72 134 1.86
11+ 88 128 1.45
12 58 92 1.59
・SUBJECT0900
PSD-1
150°/scc
Ecc
即
0900
PSD-1
150°/sec
Ecc
KE
0900
PSD-1
150°/sec
Ecc
O―H r｀atio
1+ 75 137 1.83
6 80 149 1.86
・8 72 114 1.58
,10 81 126 1.56
11+ 87 152 1.75
12 66 85 1.29
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Raw Data for Is<ikinetic Peak Torque'(Nm)
SUBJECT1900
PSD-1
150°/sec
Ecc
KF
1900
PSE)-1
150°ノscc
Ecc
KE
1900
PSD-1
150°/sec
Ecc
O―H ratio
1+ 54 102 1.89
6 99 145 1.46
8 66 117 1.77
10 77 150 1.95
11‐+ 83 156 1.88
12 65 90 1.38
Note: PSD- I = Partial Sleep Deprivation Day 1; + subjects baseline tested pribr to p;r"l
sleep deprivation; Ecc = Eccentric Muscle Contractionl KF 
= 
Knee Flexion; KE = Knee
Extension.Q 
- 
H ratio = Ratio of Quadriceps to Hamstring Stiength.
SUBJECT1400
PSD-1
150°/scc
Ecc
r
1400
PSD-1
150°/sec
Ecc
団
1400
PSD-1
150°/scc
Ecc
O―H ratio
1+ 64 129 2.02
6 77 141 1.83
8 76  「 128 1.68
10 69 147 2.13
?? 89 138 1.55
12 65 90 1.38
SUBJECT0900   ・
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
r
0900
PSD-2
1ヽ50°/scc
Ecc
KE
0900
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
O―H rat10
1+ 53 139 2.62
6 96 184 1.92
8 61 129 2.11
10 65 127 1.95
11+ 100` 149 1.49
12 57 75 1.32
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Raw Data for Isokinetic Peak Torque (Nm')
SUBJECT1900
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
r
1900
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
KE
1900
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
O―H ratio
1+ 62 138 2.23
6 106 168 1.58
8 60 98 1.63
10 69 128 1.86
11+ 78 170 2.18
12 59 71 1.20
Note: PSD- 2 =Partial Sleep Deprivation Day 2; + subjects baseline tested prior to partial
sleep deprivation;Ecc = Eccentric Muscle Contraction; KF = Knee Flexion; KE = Knee
Extension; Q - H ratio = Rhtio of Quadriieps to Hamstring Strength.
SUBJECT1400
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
KF
1400,
PSD-2
150°/sec
Ecc
団
1400
PSD-2
150°/sec'
Lc
O―H ratlo
1+ 58 136 2.34
6 98 188 1.92
8 61 105 1.72
10 64 161 2.52
11+ 84 141 1.68
12 55 97 1.76
SUBJECTBaseline
0900
Baseline
1400
Baseline
1900
PSE》-1
0900
PSD-1
1400
PSD-1
1900
1+ 7 7 10 10 8 12
2+ 7 10 8 9 7 10
3+ 8 7 9 15
4 6 10 12 8 10 8
5+ 9 12 8 8 8 8
6' 12 14 14 9
7+ 12・ 10 10 9 9 9
8 10 7 8 8 8
9 9 6 8 8 10 9
10' 12 9 7 9
11+ 9 10 9 7 10 9
12 9 5 9 7 9 7
PSD-2
0900
PSD-2
1400′
PSD-2
1900
1+ 7 8
2+ 8 6 5
3+ 12 8
4 7 6 7
5+ 9 10 9
6 13 ,13 9
7+ 9 6 5
8 7 6 7
9 8 10 10
10 8 5. 8
11+ 6 8
12 8 6 9
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Raw Data for Short―Te■11l Memorv
Note: Units are the number of correctly recalled words from a fifteen-word list; Baseline =
Baseline Testing; + = six Subjects baseline tested prior to partial sleep deprivation; six
subjects baseline tested after partial sleep deprivation; PSD- I = Partial Sleep Deprivation
Day 1; PSD- 2 =Partral Slbep DeprivationDay 2.
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Raw Data for Bodv Temperature(°F)
SUBJECTBaseline
0900  .
Baselihe
1400
Baseline
1900
PSD-1
0900
PSE)-1
1400
PSE》-1
1900
1+ 95.7 97.8 97.3 98.1 97.7 97.8
2+ 98.1 98.7 98.4 97.3 98.6 98.4
3+ 97.3 97.7 98.2 96.7 97.6 98。2
4 97.8 97.7 95.1 98.7 97.3 98.6
5+ 98.3 98.6 97.7 98.1 98.2 98.0
6 96:5 98.1 98.0 97.3 98.1 95.1
7+ 98.0 97.5 97.8 97.4 97.2 98.3
8 96.3 98.5 98.4 95.1 96。7 96。9
9 98.0 98.4 98.5 97.7 98.1 97。7
10 97.5 97.5 97.8 97.6_ 96.7 96.9
11+ 97:8 98。2 97.7 ・ 97.8 97.6 98。2
12 97.6 98.2. 97.3 96.9 96.9 96.5
PSE)-2
0900
PSD-2
1400
PSI)-2
1900
1+ 97.1 97.2 96.2
2+ 97.7 98.9 98.5
3+ 96.9 98.6 99.0
4 95.9 97.6 98.6
5+ 97.9 98.9 98.0
6 97:6 96.8 98.0
7+ 97.3 98.9 98.5
8 95.5 97.8 97.5
9 97.8 ・98.6 96.6
10 97.3 97.7 97.8
11+ 98。6 98.3 97.8
12 97.7 98.0 97.9・
Note: Baseline = Baseline Testing; + = six subjects baseline tested prior to partial sleep
deprivation; six subjects baseline tested after partial sleep deprivation; PSD- 1 = Partial Sleep
Deprivation Day l; PSD- 2 =Partial Sleep DeprivationDay 2.
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APPENDIX M
SuttCCt Circadian Profile
Note: Subject circadian profile is baSed on results from the Horne and Ostberg (1976)
Momingness-Eveningness questionnaire and Eynseck Personality questionnaire (EPQ)
(re7s).
SUBJECTMorningneSs -Eveni n gnes s
Classification
Eynseck Personality
Ouediionnaire Classifi cation
Neither.Type Extravert
2 Ncther Typc Extravert
3 Nether Type Extravert
4 Nether Type Nei ther Introvert/Extravert
5 Nether Type Extravert
6 Moderatel y Morning Type Introvert
7 Neither Type Extravert
.8 Moderately Evening Type Introvert
9 Neither Type Extravert
10 Neither Type Extravert
Neither Type Extravert
12 Moderately Evening Type Extravert
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APttNDⅨ N
ANOVA Tables
Table N-1   _
Two Trials Hand Steadiness:ANOVA(3x3:Davs x Times)Summarv
Source SS        df   MS       F        p
T五a11
Tria1 2
Days
Times
Days
Times
Day x Time 2826.204 4 706.55L L.247 .305
11970.685   2     5985.343    7.916       .003*
1862.907    2     931.454     2.126       .143
4325.463    2     2162.731     2.266        。127
572.241     2     286.120     1。109    。348
Day x Time 2077.204 4 519.301 1.202 .324
Note: The subjects (N - 12) were tested during both baseline (BL) and partial sleep
deprivation (PSD) conditions so that half of the subjects (n 
- 6) were BL tested prior to PSD
while the others (n = 6) were BL tested after PSD. The subjects received two trials of hand
steadiness for all testing sessions (0900, 1400, and 1900 hours); * q = .05.
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Table N-2
Reaction Time:ANOVA(3x3:Davs x TiiFs)Summarv
Source SS        df   IヽS     F         p
.   Da邦
― Tilnes
1.634       2     8。168    2.950       .073
1.135       2     5.676・   .458        .638
Day x Timc        2.135       4     5.337       3.073       .026*
Note: The subjects (N = 12) were tested during both baseline (Bl-).and partial sleep
deprivdtion (PSD) conditions so that half of the subjects (n = 6) were BL tested prior to PSD
while the others (n = 6) were BL tested after PSD; * cr = .05.
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Table N-3
Eccentric Knee Flexioh at 150 "/sec: ANOVA (3 x 3: Days x Times) Summary
Sourcc            SS         df    MS         F          p
Days              280.778     2 .、  _140.389    1.011       .398
Tilnes             217.444     2    (108.722     2.368       .144            ´
Day x Timc    H9.響4  29.861   .776     .553
Note:' The subjects (N = 6) were tested during both baseline (BL) and partial sleep
deprivation (PSD) conditions so that some of the subjects (n = 2) were BL tested prior to
PSD while the others (n = 4) were BL tested after PSD.
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Table N¨4
 ｀  ヽEccentric KneeイExt nsion at 150°/sec:ANOVA(3x3:Davs x Times)SuIImary
Source ss        df   MS        F         p
Days
ltmes
466.370     2     233.185     1.031 ,      .392
17.815      2     8.907       .038        .962
Day x Time 4L5.741 4 103.935 .7I8 .589
Note: The s[bjects (N = 6) were tested during both'baseline (BL) and partial sleep
deprivation (PSD) conditions so that some of the subjects (n - 2) were BL tested prior to
PSD while the others (n = 4) were BL tested after PSD.
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Table N-5
OuadriCeps to Hallnst五hg Ratio:ANOVA(3x3:Davs x Times)Sllllm舶
Source SS df NIIS F・
Days
Times
Day x Time
.332
.141
.219
2
2
4
.166
7.035
5.463
2.763
1.306
1.111
。111
.313
.379
P The subjects (N - 6) were tested during both baseline (BL) and partial sleep.
deprivation (PSD) conditions so that some of the subjects (n - 2) were BL tested prior to
PSD while the others (n = 4) were BL tested after PSD.
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Table N-6
Short―Tem Memorv:ANOVA(3x31 Davs x Timcs)Summarv
Source SS.        df   MS        F         p ・
Days              26.000      2     13.000      2.415       .113
Tilnes             2.722       2     1.361       .579        ,.569
Day x Tilne        20.111       4     5.028        2.085,       .099
Note:,The subjects (N = 12) were tested during both baseline (BL) and partial sleep
deprivation (PSD) conditions so that half of the subjects. (n = 6) were BL tested prior to PSD
while the otheis (n = 6) were BL tested after PSD.
|
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Table N-7
Bodv Temper▲ture:ANOVA(3x3:Davs x Timcs)Summarv
Source      ss         df         MS         F          p
Days        l.352       2           .676        1.175       。327
Times       5.654       2        ´ 2.827     5.390       .012*         `
Dayx´ Tilnc  l.664       4           .416         .811         .525
|
Note: The subjects (N - L2) were tested during both baseline (BL) and partial sleep
deprivation (PSD) conditions so that half of the subjects (n = 6) were BL tested prior to PSD
while the others (n = 6) were BL tested after PSD; * G = .05.
a
1,
